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INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The release of over five million cubic yards of coal combustion residue from the Tennessee 
Valley Authority’s Kingston, Tennessee facility in December 2008, which flooded more than 
300 acres of land and damaged homes and property, is a wake-up call for diligence on coal 
combustion residue disposal units.  A first step toward this goal is to assess the stability and 
functionality of the ash impoundments and other units, then quickly take any needed corrective 
measures. 
 
This assessment of the stability and functionality of the H.F. Lee Steam Electric Plant’s CCR 
management system encompasses the Active Ash Pond and three inactive ash ponds (Ash 
Pond 1, Ash pond 2, and Ash Pond 3).  The discussion and conclusions are based on a review of 
available documents and on the site assessment conducted by Dewberry personnel on February 
18, 2011.  We found the supporting technical documentation adequate (Section 1.1.3).  As 
detailed in Section 1.2.5, there are three recommendations based on field observations that may 
help to maintain a safe and trouble-free operation.  
 
In summary, the Lee Ash Pond 1 (inactive) and Ash Pond 3 (inactive) are SATISFACTORY.  
The Active Ash Pond and Ash Pond 2(inactive) are FAIR for continued safe and reliable 
operation, with no recognized existing or potential management unit safety deficiencies.  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is investigating the potential for catastrophic 
failure of Coal Combustion Surface Impoundments (i.e., management unit) from occurring at 
electric utilities in an effort to protect lives and property from the consequences of a dam failure 
or the improper release of impounded slurry.  The EPA initiative is intended to identify 
conditions that may adversely affect the structural stability and functionality of a management 
unit and its appurtenant structures (if present); to note the extent of deterioration (if present), 
status of maintenance and/or a need for immediate repair; to evaluate conformity with current 
design and construction practices; and to determine the hazard potential classification for units 
not currently classified by the management unit owner or by a state or federal agency.  The 
initiative will address management units that are classified as having a Less-than-Low, Low, 
Significant, or High Hazard Potential ranking (for Classification, see pp. 3-8 of the 2004 Federal 
Guidelines for Dam Safety). 
  
In early 2009, the EPA sent letters to coal-fired electric utilities seeking information on the safety 
of surface impoundments and similar facilities that receive liquid-borne material that store or 
dispose of coal combustion residue.  This letter was issued under the authority of the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
Section 104(e), to assist the Agency in assessing the structural stability and functionality of such 
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management units, including which facilities should be visited to perform a safety assessment of 
the berms, dikes, and dams used in the construction of these impoundments. 
 
EPA requested that utility companies identify all management units including surface 
impoundments or similar diked or bermed management units or management units designated as 
landfills that receive liquid-borne material used for the storage or disposal of residuals or by-
products from the combustion of coal, including, but not limited to, fly ash, bottom ash, boiler 
slag, or flue gas emission control residuals.  Utility companies provided information on the size, 
design, age and the amount of material placed in the units (See Appendix C).   
 
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the condition and potential of residue release from 

management units that have or have not been rated for hazard potential classification.  
This evaluation included a site visit.  Prior to conducting the site visit, a two-person team 
reviewed the information submitted to EPA, reviewed any relevant publicly available 
information from state or federal agencies regarding the unit hazard potential classification (if 
any) and accepted information provided via telephone communication with the management unit 
owner.  Also, after the field visit, additional information was received by Dewberry & Davis 
LLC about the H.F. Lee Steam Electric Plant that were reviewed and used in preparation of this 
report. 
 

This report presents the opinion of the assessment team as to the potential of catastrophic failure 
and reports on the condition of the management unit(s).   
 
Note:  The terms “embankment”, “berm”, “dike” and “dam” are used interchangeably within 
this report, as are the terms “pond”, “basin”, and “impoundment”.  
 
 

LIMITATIONS 
The assessment of dam safety reported herein is based on field observations and review of 
readily available information provided by the owner/operator of the subject coal combustion 
residue management unit(s).  Qualified Dewberry engineering personnel performed the field 
observations and review and made the assessment in conformance with the required scope of 
work and in accordance with reasonable and acceptable engineering practices.  No other 
warranty, either written or implied, is made with regard to our assessment of dam safety. 
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1.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions are based on visual observations from a one-day site visit, February 18, 
2011, and review of technical documentation provided by Progress Energy. 

1.1.1 Conclusions Regarding the Structural Soundness of the Management 
Unit(s) 

The dike embankments and spillway on the Active Ash Pond appear to be 
structurally sound based on a review of the engineering data provided by 
the owner’s technical staff and Dewberry engineers’ observations during 
the site visit.  It is noted that, one section of the embankment (AB-1) did 
not meet the minimum required standards for factors of safety.  This 
embankment has cohesionless soils that will lead to surficial failures, but 
not deep-seated failures that could produce a dike breach. 

Also, Pond 2 of the three inactive Ash Ponds was observed to have a 
significant area of scarp at the toe of the downstream embankment caused 
by erosion from the adjacent creek.  Stabilization and protection against 
future erosion is recommended.  

1.1.2 Conclusions Regarding the Hydrologic/Hydraulic Safety of the 
Management Unit(s) 

Adequate capacity & freeboard exists to safely pass the design storm. 

1.1.3 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of Supporting Technical 
Documentation 

The slope stability analysis provided adequate results for factors of safety 
for static and seismic loading conditions.  All additional technical 
documentation appeared to be adequate.  Engineering documentation 
reviewed is referenced in Appendix A.  
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1.1.4 Conclusions Regarding the Description of the Management Unit(s) 

The description of the management unit provided by the owner was an 
accurate representation of what Dewberry observed in the field. 

 
1.1.5 Conclusions Regarding the Field Observations 

The overall assessment of the ash pond embankment system was that it 
was in fair condition; however, on the Active Ash Pond the discharge 
showed a slight grey color against the silty orange flow in the river which 
Progress Energy Carolinas Inc. (PEC) stated they were monitoring and 
meeting discharge criteria.  Embankments appear structurally sound. 

1.1.6 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of Maintenance and Methods of 
Operation 

The current maintenance and methods of operation appear to be adequate 
for the active fly ash management unit.  However, there were areas of 
seepage evident at the time of assessment along the eastern embankment 
of the active ash pond.  According to documentation provided by the 
owner this seepage was repaired in 2009 by placement of geosynthetic 
liner and riprap on the face of the slope.  The repair was expanded to 
adjacent areas in 2010.  A plan to expand the repair again to adjacent side 
slopes was approved by North Carolina Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources (NCDENR) Dam Safety Division in March 2011.  
Repairs were made in May 2011. 

1.1.7 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of the Surveillance and Monitoring 
Program 

The surveillance program appears to be adequate.  The management unit 
dikes are instrumented.  Six piezometers were installed in December 2007 
for measuring ground water levels along the active ash pond. 

1.1.8 Classification Regarding Suitability for Continued Safe and Reliable 
Operation 

Ash Pond 1 (inactive) and Ash Pond 3 (inactive) are SATISFACTORY; 
the Active Ash Pond and Ash Pond 2 (inactive) are FAIR for continued 

safe and reliable operation due to marginaly sufficient safety data.  

The classification of FAIR means minor deficiencies may exist that 
require remedial action and/or secondary studies or investigations.  
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Implementation of the following recommendations would help improve 
the rating.  It is anticipated that the Active Ash Pond and Ash Pond 2 
(inactive) would be considered satisfactory for continued safe and reliable 
operation upon two actions.  One is remediation of the severe undercutting 
on Inactive Ash Pond 2.  The second is periodic monitoring and testing to 
confirm stability of the Active Ash Pond embankment, and developing an 
action plan to buttress the AB-1 embankment to increase surficial factors 
of safety to meet all applicable standards and requirements.  At the time of 
the site visit, repairs were planned to address seepage along the 
downstream slope of the Active Ash Pond.  Since the visit, those repairs 
have been made and NCDENR has provided an Approval to Impound 
(Appendix A, Doc 11: Approval to Impound and Doc 12: Seepage Repair 
As-builts). 

1.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1.2.1 Recommendations Regarding the Structural Stability 

Periodic monitoring and testing consistent with the 2010 Limited Field 
Inspection, Lee Plant, dated 12/3/2010 (Appendix A, Doc 04: 2010 
Inspection Report) is recommended for the Active Ash Pond.  The 
proposed expanded seepage stabilization measures have been completed.  
After the initial site visit, an as-built drawing and NCDENR approval have 
been provided by PEC (Appendix A, Doc 11: Approval to Impound and 
Doc 12: Seepage Repair As-built). 

Stabilization and protection against future erosion is recommended for 
Ash Pond 2 (in-active).  No recommendations appear warranted at this 
time for Ash Pond 1 (in-active) and Ash Pond 3 (in-active). 

1.2.2 Recommendations Regarding the Hydrologic/Hydraulic Safety 

No recommendations appear warranted at this time. 

1.2.3 Recommendations Regarding the Supporting Technical Documentation 

Provide analysis of potential for liquefaction in Active Ash Pond 
embankment. 
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1.2.4 Recommendations Regarding the Description of the Management Unit(s) 

No recommendations appear warranted at this time. 

1.2.5 Recommendations Regarding the Field Observations 

The following issues need to be addressed with routine maintenance: 

 Remove woody vegetation along downstream slope of the Active 
Ash Pond; 

 Properly fill one bore hole along crest; 

 Repair, stabilize and protect from future erosion undercutting 
(scarp) along downstream slope of Ash Pond 2 (in-active); 

1.2.6 Recommendations Regarding the Maintenance and Methods of Operation 

No recommendations appear warranted at this time. 

1.2.7 Recommendations Regarding the Surveillance and Monitoring Program 

No recommendations appear warranted at this time. 

1.2.8 Recommendations Regarding Continued Safe and Reliable Operation 

 Analysis for potential of liquefaction should be performed. 

 Develop an action plan to increase the factors of safety for the ash 
pond embankments at all locations to meet or exceed the minimum 
requirements for factors of safety for steady state (normal) and 
seismic loading conditions. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE COAL COMBUSTION RESIDUE MANAGEMENT 

UNIT(S) 

 

2.1 LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Lee Plant is located near the Neuse River approximately 3 miles west of 
Goldsboro, NC.  Figure 2.1a depicts a vicinity map around the H.F. Lee Steam 
Electric Plant while Figure 2.1b depicts an aerial view of the Lee Plant. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 a: Lee Steam Power Station Vicinity Map 
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Figure 2.1 b: Lee Steam Power Station Aerial View 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of Dam Dimensions and Size 

  
Active 

Ash Pond 

Inactive 

Ash Pond 1 

Inactive 

Ash Pond 2 

Inactive 

Ash Pond 3 

Dam Height (ft) 20 5-7 12-15 8-10 
Crest Width (ft) 12 14-20 14-20 12 
Length (ft) 10,560 5,200 6,700 8,000 
Side Slopes (upstream) 

H:V 
2:1 2:1 to 3:1 2:1 to 3:1 2:1 to 3:1 

Side Slopes (downstream) 

H:V 
2:1 1.5:1 to 2:1 1.5:1 to 2:1 2:1 to 3:1 

 

2.2 COAL COMBUSTION RESIDUE HANDLING 

2.2.1 Fly Ash 

Fly ash is collected at the base of the stack by an electrostatic precipitator.  
The collected ash is stored in hoppers and conveyed pneumatically to a 
silo (see photo below).  From the silo it is conveyed hydraulically in a pipe 
to the ash pond.  The discharge into the ash pond is continuous.  A 

Lee 
Station 

Active 
Ash 
Pond 

Inactive 
Ash Pond 

1 

Inactive 
Ash Pond 

2 

Inactive 
Ash Pond 

3 
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flowchart for handling the fly ash is shown in Appendix A. (Doc 01 – Ash 
Handling System Overview). 

 

Hopper and fly ash sluice line 

2.2.2 Bottom Ash 

Bottom ash is collected from the furnace and conveyed through the same 
pipe as the fly ash into the ash pond. 

2.2.3 Boiler Slag 

Boiler slag is collected from the boiler and is sluiced into the same pipe 
that conveys fly and bottom ash into the ash pond. 

 

Boiler where boiler slag is discharged 
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2.2.4 Flue Gas Desulfurization Sludge 

No Scrubbers are used in this plant so there is no flue gas desulfurization 
(FGD) process or related waste products to be discharged. 

2.3 SIZE AND HAZARD CLASSIFICATION 

The ash pond is impounded by an earthen embankment system consisting of a dike 
configuration.  There is one active ash pond and three inactive ash ponds.  
Reference Table 2.1 for dam height, crest width, length and side slopes of all ponds.  
The maximum storage volume corresponding to the top of the embankment for the 
active ash pond is 1,980 acre feet and there is an estimated 6’ of freeboard that 
currently exists before overtopping the crest (See Appendix A: Doc 02 – Ash Pond 
Summary).  Per Table 2.3a the Size Classification of the active ash pond is 
Intermediate.  No impoundment capacity information was provided for the inactive 
ash ponds, but as far as height classification they would all be in the small category.  
Ash Pond 1 (in-active), Ash Pond 2(in-active) and Ash Pond 3 (in-active) are 
mostly vegetated and Progress Energy is in the process of determining how to 
permanently close these ponds.  Based on the height information provided Per 
Table 2.3a the Size Classification of the inactive ash ponds is Small.   

 

Table 2.3a: USACE ER 1110-2-106 

Size Classification 

Category 

Impoundment 

Storage (Ac-ft) Height (ft) 

Small 50 and < 1,000 25 and < 40 
Intermediate 1,000 and < 50,000 40 and < 100 
Large >  50,000 > 100 

A Hazard Classification of ‘High’ has been assigned by NCDENR to the Active 
Ash Pond.  No Hazard Classification has been assigned by a regulatory agency for 
Ash Pond 1 (in-active), Ash Pond 2 (in-active) and Ash Pond 3 (in-active).  Based 
on our observations, a Federal hazard classification of Significant appears to be 
appropriate for the Active Ash Pond and a Federal hazard classification of Low 
appears to be appropriate for the three inactive ash ponds.   
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Table 2.3b: FEMA Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety 

Hazard Classification 

 Loss of Human Life Economic, Environmental, Lifeline Losses 

Low None Expected Low and generally limited to owner 
Significant None Expected Yes 
High Probable.  One or 

more expected 
Yes (but not necessary for classification) 

 

2.4 AMOUNT AND TYPE OF RESIDUALS CURRENTLY CONTAINED IN THE 
UNIT(S) AND MAXIMUM CAPACITY 

The active ash pond contains fly ash, bottom ash, pyrites and boiler slag.  The 
inactive ash ponds no longer receive coal combustion residuals, but permanently 
contain the same materials.  The drainage area is assumed to be the surface area of 
the ponds.  

Table 2.4: Maximum Capacity of Unit 

Active Ash Pond 

Surface Area (acre)
 143 

Current Storage Capacity (cubic yards)
 1,613,333 

Current Storage Capacity (acre-feet) 1,000 
Total Storage Capacity (cubic yards)

 3,194,400 
Total Storage Capacity (acre-feet) 1,980 
Crest Elevation (feet) 90.0 
Normal Pond Level (feet) 84.0 

Based on report from 1999 prepared by Law Engineering and Environmental 
Services, Inc. (Appendix A: Doc 10 – Lee Plant Historical Document). 

Capacity information for Ash Pond 1 (in-active), Ash Pond 2(in-active) and Ash 
Pond 3 (in-active) was not provided.  

2.5 PRINCIPAL PROJECT STRUCTURES 

2.5.1 Earth Embankment 

The original material of the active Ash Pond embankment appears to be 
native soils based on Progress Energy’s supplied Geotechnical data 
(Appendix A, Doc 06: Stability and Seepage Analysis). 

No geotechnical data was provided for the three inactive ash ponds. 
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2.5.2 Outlet Structures 

The outlet works consists of a 15-inch diameter vertical reinforce concrete 
pipe (RCP) riser with 15-inch diameter RCP pipe under the dike into 
secondary settling basin.  A second 15-inch RCP riser and outlet pipe 
provide release to the Neuse River.  Neither of the outlet pipes have 
seepage collars.  (Appendix A, Doc 02: Ash Pond Summary) 

2.6 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WITHIN FIVE MILES DOWN GRADIENT 

All critical structures were located by using aerial photography which might not 
accurately represent what currently exists down-gradient of the site.  The City of 
Goldsboro is approximately 3-4 miles.  There are multiple churches, schools and 
other critical infrastructure within 5 miles down gradient.  There is an additional 
critical infrastructure that can be found in Appendix A: Doc 03 – Lee 5 Mile Map. 

 

Figure 2.6: Critical Infrastructure Downstream of Lee Plant 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT REPORTS, PERMITS, AND INCIDENTS 

 

3.1 SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON THE SAFETY OF THE MANAGEMENT UNIT 

2010 Limited Field Inspection, Lee Plant, dated 12/3/2010.  (Appendix A, Doc 04: 
2010 Inspection Report) 

 Drainage channels adjacent to the interior containment berms should be 
maintained by removal of vegetation and other obstructions to flow; 

 Follow-up inspection should be provided during dry conditions at the site to 
confirm the extent of any additional seepage along the outside toe of the 
secondary settling basin.  Extending the riprap slope stabilization may be 
warranted based on follow-up inspection; 

 Continue to check the toe of the dike on the east side for beaver activities 
that could create ponding against the toe; 

 Inspected recommended revisiting the site during a period with drier 
conditions to check seepage; 

 Riprap stabilization should be extended at one location per an old inspection 
report. 

Five-Year Independent Consultant Inspection, Lee Plant, dated 12/30/2009.  
(Appendix A, Doc 05: Five-Year Independent Consultant Inspection) 

 Brushy vegetation and small trees on the lower parts of the slopes that were 
not cut by the spring mowing should be cut; 

 Mowing to control vegetation growth in the riprap blanket repair areas on 
the interior slopes should continue on a regular schedule; 

 The 1989 Dam Safety inspection report recommended that the perimeter 
dike be raised or the maximum pond operating level be adjusted downward 
to elevation 87.5 feet to safely accommodate the design storm.  Progress 
energy has adopted the elevation 87.5 feet as the maximum operating level, 
and has typically operated the pond at elevations of about 83 to 85 feet in 
response to the 1989 recommendations; 

 If the operating conditions arise such that the pond level needs to be raised 
to the maximum level of elevation 87.5 feet, at least four piezometers should 
be installed on the south dike to monitor changes in the phreatic surface as 
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the pond level rises.  When the pond operating level is raised, water level 
readings should be obtained weekly for the first month after the raise, 
monthly for the next three months and quarterly for the next year.  Readings 
should be furnished to Progress Energy engineers for review; 

 Modify piezometer data sheets to include elevations of the water level. 

3.2 SUMMARY OF LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERMITS 

The dam is inspected by NCDENR Dam Safety and Division of Water Quality and 
the impoundment. 

Discharge from the impoundment is regulated by the Federal National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination Program (NPDES) and the impoundment has been issued a 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit, Permit No. NC0003417. 

3.3 SUMMARY OF SPILL/RELEASE INCIDENTS 

Data reviewed by Dewberry did not indicate any spills, unpermitted releases, or 
other performance related problems with the dam over the last 10 years. 
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4.0 SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 

 

4.1 SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION HISTORY 

4.1.1 Original Construction 

Construction began on September 1, 1978 and was completed in April of 
1980 for the Active Ash Pond.  Garrison Grading performed the 
construction work and testing during construction was performed. 

The three inactive ponds were constructed in the 1950’s and 1960’s.  No 
construction details were provided. 

4.1.2 Significant Changes/Modifications in Design since Original Construction 

No documentation for significant changes/modifications since original 
construction was provided. 

The last of the three inactive ponds was taken out of service in 1980, when 
the Active Ash Pond was put into service. 

4.1.3 Significant Repairs/Rehabilitation since Original Construction 

In 2000, intense rain, wind and flooding during Hurricane Floyd caused 
significant interior slope slumping and distress along part of the exterior 
slope.  Repairs were made in 2000 based on a design by LAW with Allen 
Grading performing the construction. 

No documentation was provided for significant repairs/rehabilitation for 
the three inactive ponds. 

4.2 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 

4.2.1 Original Operational Procedures 

The ash ponds were designed and operated for sedimentation and sediment 
storage of fly ash.  Plant process waste water, coal combustion waste, and 
minimal stormwater runoff around the Ash Pond facility are discharged 
into the Active Ash Pond.  Inflow water is treated through gravity settling 
and deposition, and the treated process water and stormwater runoff is 
discharged through an unregulated type overflow outlet structure.  There is 
a cooling lake adjacent to the plant, but no direct waste streams that would 
carry coal combustion products are discharged into the cooling lake. 
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4.2.2 Significant Changes in Operational Procedures and Original Startup 

In 1989 it was recommended that Progress Energy consider raising the 
perimeter dike 0.5 feet or lowering the operating level to 87.5 feet msl to 
allow safe accommodation of the design storm.  Progress Energy has 
adopted the lower maximum operating level of elevation 87.5 feet 
(Appendix A: Doc 05 – Five-Year Independent Consultant Inspection). 

The three inactive ponds were taken out of service in 1980 and have not 
been used since. 

4.2.3 Current Operational Procedures 

To the best of our knowledge, since Progress Energy lowered the 
maximum operating level of the pool to elevation 87.5 feet, the operating 
procedures have not changed. 

4.2.4 Other Notable Events since Original Startup 

No additional information was provided.  
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5.0 FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

 

5.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

Dewberry personnel Michael Hanson, P.E., LEED AP BD+C and Justin Story E.I., 
LEED AP BD+C performed a site visit on Friday, February 18, 2011 in company 
with the participants. 

The site visit began at 10:00 AM.  The weather was cloudy and cool in the morning.  
Photographs were taken of conditions observed.  Please refer to the Dam Inspection 
Checklist in Appendix B. Selected photographs are included here for ease of visual 
reference.  All pictures were taken by Dewberry personnel during the site visit. 

The overall assessment of the dam was that it was in fair condition and only non-
critical findings were noted. 

5.2 ACTIVE ASH POND (WAYNE-022) 

5.2.1 Crest 

The crest had no signs of depressions, tension cracking, or other 
indications of settlement or shear failure and appeared to be in satisfactory 
condition.  Filling of one bore hole was noted as being needed during field 
visit. 

5.2.2 Upstream/Inside Slope 

The upstream slopes are mostly vegetated with tall grasses and other 
wetland vegetation.  The upstream slope is also embedded with 
stone/riprap held down by a geotextile fabric.  No scarps, sloughs, 
depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or signs of 
erosion were observed. 
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Riprap and geotextile fabric along upstream slope 

5.2.3 Downstream/Outside Slope and Toe 

There were no signs of surficial sloughing, rill erosion or cause for 
concerns along the downstream slope and toe.  The repair from 2000 due 
to seepage is complete and is being monitored.  Repairs were made after 
the initial site visit that addressed seepage along the downstream slope 
(Appendix A, Doc 11: Approval to Impound and Doc 12: Seepage Repair 
As-builts).  There were areas where a concrete buttress was along the 
downstream sloped, which was explained by Progress Energy to be a part 
of the original design.  There were wetlands and drainage channels along 
the toe of the slope in areas. 
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Wetlands along downstream toe 

 

Riprap at seepage location that was repaired 

5.2.4 Abutments and Groin Areas 

The ash pond embankment consists of a dike system completely 
surrounding the pond, therefore the earthen embankment does not abut 
existing hillsides, rock outcrops or other raised topographic features. 
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5.3 INACTIVE ASH POND 1 (WAYNE-031) 

5.3.1 Crest 

The crest had no signs of depressions, tension cracking, or other 
indications of settlement or shear failure and appeared to be in satisfactory 
condition. 

 

Typical view of crest, upstream and downstream slope 

5.3.2 Upstream/Inside Slope 

The upstream slopes were heavily vegetated.  No scarps, sloughs, 
depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or signs of 
erosion were observed. 

5.3.3 Downstream/Outside Slope and Toe 

The downstream slopes were heavily vegetated.  No scarps, sloughs, 
depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or signs of 
erosion were observed. 

5.3.4 Abutments and Groin Areas 

The ash pond embankment consists of a dike system completely 
surrounding the pond, therefore the earthen embankment does not abut 
existing hillsides, rock outcrops or other raised topographic features. 
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5.4 INACTIVE ASH POND 2(WAYNE-032) 

5.4.1 Crest 

The crest had no some minor depressions, but no tension cracking, or 
other indications of settlement or shear failure and appeared to be in 
satisfactory condition. 

5.4.2 Upstream/Inside Slope 

The upstream slopes were heavily vegetated.  No scarps, sloughs, 
depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or signs of 
erosion were observed. 

5.4.3 Downstream/Outside Slope and Toe 

The downstream slopes were heavily vegetated.  There were 2 areas 
observed showing significant undercutting along the east side of the 
embankment where an active stream flows at the toe. 

 

Significant erosion was occurring downstream of this picture 

5.4.4 Abutments and Groin Areas 

The ash pond embankment consists of a dike system completely 
surrounding the pond, therefore the earthen embankment does not abut 
existing hillsides, rock outcrops or other raised topographic features. 
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5.5 INACTIVE ASH POND 3 (WAYNE-033) 

5.5.1 Crest 

Several areas along the crest will hold 6-12” of runoff which should be 
remediated and monitored.  Other than that, the crest had no significant 
signs or other indications of settlement or shear failure and appeared to be 
in satisfactory condition.  The entire embankment was not observed 
because inaccessibility due to dense vegetation. 

5.5.2 Upstream/Inside Slope 

The upstream slopes were heavily vegetated.  No scarps, sloughs, 
depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or signs of 
erosion were observed.  The entire embankment was not observed because 
inaccessibility due to dense vegetation. 

5.5.3 Downstream/Outside Slope and Toe 

The downstream slopes were heavily vegetated.  No scarps, sloughs, 
depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or signs of 
erosion were observed.  The entire embankment was not observed because 
inaccessibility due to dense vegetation. 

5.5.4 Abutments and Groin Areas 

The ash pond embankment that we were able to visually observe consists 
of a dike system completely surrounding the pond, therefore the observed 
earthen embankment does not abut existing hillsides, rock outcrops or 
other raised topographic features.  However, it was noted that the side that 
we were unable to observe is a small rise (hillside). 

5.6 OUTLET STRUCTURES 

5.6.1 Overflow Structure 

The outlet works consist of a 15-inch diameter vertical reinforced concrete 
pipe (RCP) riser with 15-inch diameter RCP pipe under the dike that 
discharges into the secondary settling basin.  A second 15-inch RCP riser 
and outlet pipe provides release to the Neuse River.  Neither of the outlets 
have seepage collars. 
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No information was provided on the three inactive ponds, but the riser 
structures are not being maintained and appear to be clogged with debris.  
The actual discharge capacity of each outfall is unknown. 

5.6.2 Outlet Conduit 

The visual portion of the outlet conduit was functioning properly with no 
apparent deterioration.  Progress energy reported having lined the 
discharge pipe due to a joint failure exterior to the Ash Pond (date was not 
provided).  The discharge water appeared grey against the background 
orange silt coloration of the Neuse River.  When questioned on this 
Progress Energy indicated they were monitoring and meeting discharge 
quality criteria.  

The three inactive ponds are no longer in service and should only be 
discharging stormwater runoff.  No discharge was observed during the site 
visit. 

5.6.3 Emergency Spillway 

No emergency spillway is present. 

5.6.4 Low Level Outlet 

No low level outlet is present. 
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6.0 HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC SAFETY 

 

6.1 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

6.1.1 Flood of Record 

No documentation has been provided about the flood of record.  The Ash 
Pond is a diked embankment facility having a contributing drainage area 
equal to the surface area of the impoundment; therefore the impounded 
pool would not be anticipated to experience significant flood stages.  It 
was noted that during 2000 when Hurricane Floyd hit, some significant 
slope failure occurred without release of ash or water.  Repairs were 
enacted and monitoring continues. 

6.1.2 Inflow Design Flood 

According to FEMA Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety, the current 
practice in the design of dams is to use the Inflow Design Flood (IDF) that 
is deemed appropriate for the hazard potential of the dam and reservoir, 
and to design spillways and outlet works that are capable of safely 
accommodating the floodflow without risking the loss of the dam or 
endangering areas downstream from the dam to flows greater than the 
inflow.  The recommended IDF or spillway design flood for a low hazard 
intermediate sized structure (See section 2.2), in accordance with the 
USACE Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams ER 
1110-2-106 criteria is the 100 year to  ½ PMF (See Table 6.1.2). 

 

The Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) is defined by American 
Meteorological Society as the theoretically greatest depth of precipitation 
for a given duration that is physically possible over a particular drainage 
area at a certain time of year.  The National Weather Service (NWS) 

Table 6.1.2: USACE Hydrologic Evaluation Guidelines 
Recommended Spillway Design floods 

Hazard Size Spillway Design Flood 

Low 

Small 50 to 100-yr frequency 

Intermediate 100-yr to ½ PMF 

Large ½ PMF to PMF 

Significant 

Small 100-yr to ½ PMF 

Intermediate ½ PMF to PMF 

Large PMF 

High 

Small ½ PMF to PMF 

Intermediate PMF 

Large PMF 
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further states that in consideration of our limited knowledge of the 
complicated processes and interrelationships in storms, PMP values are 
identified as estimates.  The NWS has published application procedures 
that can be used with PMP estimates to develop spatial and temporal 
characteristics of a Probable Maximum Storm (PMS).  A PMS thus 
developed can be used with a precipitation-runoff simulation model to 
calculate a probable maximum flood (PMF) hydrograph. 

The 24 hour 10 square mile PMP depth is 41 inches.  Since the facility has 
a contributing drainage area equal to the surface area of the impoundment, 
it is anticipated adequate freeboard exists so the facility would not 
experience significant flood states. 

For the inactive ash ponds, no estimated storage capacity was provided.  

6.1.3 Spillway Rating 

No spillway rating was provided.  The Ash Ponds are a diked embankment 
facility having a contributing drainage area equal to the surface area of the 
impoundment; therefore the impounded pool would not be anticipated to 
experience significant changes in elevation.  The outlet structure type is 
unregulated and, given little change in the normal pool elevation, the 
resulting discharge rate is expected to be relatively constant. 

6.1.4 Downstream Flood Analysis 

A dam breach analysis and inundation map development was performed 
for the site and the result was that there could potentially be two bridges 
and a mobile home community that could be affected if a breach occurred 
on the eastern side of the ash ponds.  It was determined that a breach along 
the western side would result in a discharge into the cooling lake, which 
would have very little effect in the water level of the lake.  (See Appendix 
A, Doc 10: Lee Ash Pond Inundation Report). 

6.2 ADEQUACY OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

Supporting documentation reviewed by Dewberry is adequate. 

6.3 ASSESSMENT OF HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC SAFETY 

Adequate capacity and freeboard exists to safely pass the design storm. 
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7.0 STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

 

7.1 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

7.1.1 Stability Analyses and Load Cases Analyzed 

A stability analysis report for the ash pond dated February, 2011 by 
MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, Inc. provides information on the 
stability analysis results and is presented in Section 7.1.4 Factors of Safety 
and Base Stresses.  Steady state (normal) and seismic loading conditions 
were analyzed.  See Appendix A (Doc 06 - Stability and Seepage 
Analysis) for the complete report. 

No documentation was provided for the three inactive ponds. 

7.1.2 Design Parameters and Dam Materials 

A report for the ash pond was prepared by MACTEC Engineering and 
Consulting, Inc. in 2011.  The report includes documentation of the shear 
strength design properties and dam materials for the ash pond 
embankments, which is included in this report and is presented in the 
following section; see Appendix A (Doc 06 - Stability and Seepage 
Analysis.pdf) for the complete report. 

Test results showing the strength parameters of the embankments are 
presented below.  The results present generally acceptable values for these 
types of materials. 

No documentation was provided for the three inactive ponds. 

Table 4a  
Soil Properties for Stability Analysis (Section AB-1) 

Soil Description (USCS 
Classification) 

Moist Unit 
Weight (pcf) 

Saturated Unit 
Weight (pcf) 

Cohesion 
(psf)  

Fiction Angle 
(degrees) 

Sedimented Ash 100 105 0 30 

Dike Fill:  (SM) 120 125 0 32 

Dike Fill: (CH) 120 125 10 36 

Dike Fill: (SC) 120 125 10 37 

Foundation Soil: Clay (CL) 120 125 0 35 

Foundation Soil: Sand (SP) 120 120 0 31 

Foundation Soil: Sand (SM) 120 120 0 36 
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Figure 7.1.2a: Stability Analysis Section (AB-1) 

 

Table 4b 

Soil Properties for Stability Analysis (Section AB-2) 

Soil Description (USCS 
Classification) 

Moist Unit 
Weight 

(pcf) 

Saturated 
Unit Weight 

(pcf) 

Cohesion 
(psf)  

Fiction 
Angle 

(degrees) 

Sedimented Ash 100 105 0 30 

Dike Fill:  (SC) 120 125 10 37 

Dike Fill: (CL-CH, CL) 120 125 10 37 

Dike Fill: (SC) 120 125 10 37 

Foundation Soil: Clay (CL) 120 125 0 35 

Foundation Soil: Sand (SP) 120 120 0 33 
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Figure 7.1.2b: Stability Analysis Section (AB-2) 

 

Table 4c 

Soil Properties for Stability Analysis (Section AB-3) 

Soil Description (USCS 
Classification) 

Moist Unit 
Weight 

(pcf) 

Saturated 
Unit Weight 

(pcf) 

Cohesion 
(psf)  

Fiction 
Angle 

(degrees) 

Sedimented Ash 100 105 0 30 

Dike Fill:  (CL) 120 125 10 37 

Foundation Soil: Clay (CL-CH) 120 125 0 35 

Foundation Soil: Clay (CL) 120 125 0 30 

Foundation Soil: Sand (SP) 120 120 0 33 
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Figure 7.1.2c: Stability Analysis Section (AB-3) 

 

Table 4c 

Soil Properties for Stability Analysis (1999 Section) 

Soil Description (USCS 
Classification) 

Moist Unit 
Weight 

(pcf) 

Saturated 
Unit Weight 

(pcf) 

Cohesion 
(psf)  

Fiction 
Angle 

(degrees) 

Dike Fill 130 135 200 30 

Coastal Plain Sediments 115 120 100 32 
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Figure 7.1.2d: Stability Analysis Section (1999 Section) 

7.1.3 Uplift and/or Phreatic Surface Assumptions 

Monitoring instrumentation devices have been installed to verify water 
levels within the embankment.  The assumed phreatic surfaces are shown 
on the figures in section 7.1.2 above and the depiction seems appropriate 
for these types of structures.  A full summary of the phreatic surface 
analysis can be found in Appendix A. (Doc 06 - Stability and Seepage 
Analysis).  The water level of the Active Ash Pond was stated to be 84.0’.  
This elevation was not verified. 

No documentation was provided for the three inactive ponds. 
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7.1.4 Factors of Safety and Base Stresses 

Table 7.1.4 – FACTORS OF SAFETY AGAINST SLOPE FAILURE 

 Factor of Safety 

Static Seismic 

Ash Pond – Section AB-1 1.49 1.23 

Ash Pond – Section AB-1 1.34 1.13 

Ash Pond – Section AB-2 1.80 1.45 

Ash Pond – Section AB-2 1.52 1.29 

Ash Pond – Section CB-3 1.68 1.39 

Ash Pond – Section CB-3 1.53 1.29 

Ash Pond – 1999 Section 2.15 1.77 

Ash Pond – 1999 Section 1.70 1.49 

 

Section AB-1’s factor of safety does not meet the minimum standard of 
1.5, but in the report by MACTEC it states that this section was analyzed 
for failure surfaces constrained within the dike.  This failure surface is a 
result of very shallow-depth circles and does not represent a potential for 
deep seated failures that would lead to a breach of the dike (Appendix A: 
Doc 06 – Stability and Seepage Analysis). 

No documentation was provided for the three inactive ponds. 

7.1.5 Liquefaction Potential 

No liquefaction potential documentation was provided. 

7.1.6 Critical Geological Conditions 

The site is located in a transition from the Piedmont to Coastal Plain.  It is 
in a Seismic Zone 1 according to the Corp of Engineers with a design 
earthquake of ah=0.025g.  

7.2 ADEQUACY OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

Structural stability documentation is adequate based on MACTEC’s explanation of 
the failure and our independent review of their analysis..; Due to the surficial nature 
of the failures we would not recommend further buttressing of Section AB-1. 

7.3 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

Overall, the structural stability of the dam appears to be Fair given the lack of 
liquefaction analysis and the surficial failures under static load identified by the 
MACTEC analysis. 
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8.0 ADEQUACY OF MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF OPERATION 

 

8.1 OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Operational procedures are adequate.  

8.2 MAINTENANCE OF THE DAM AND PROJECT FACILITIES 

The maintenance of the dam and project facilities was adequate. 

8.3 ASSESSMENT OF MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF OPERATIONS 

8.3.1 Adequacy of Operating Procedures 

Based on the assessments of this report, operating procedures appear to be 
adequate. 

8.3.2 Adequacy of Maintenance 

Discussion of maintenance procedures 

Based on the assessments of this report, operation procedures seemed to 
be adequate. 

Based on the assessments of this report, maintenance procedures appear to 
be adequate. 
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9.0 ADEQUACY OF SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING PROGRAM 

 

9.1 SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES 

Surveillance procedures appear to be adequate. 

Monthly Inspections: 

Monthly inspections were provided by Progress Energy and can be found in 
Appendix A: Doc 07 & 08 

Annual Inspections: 

Annual inspections were provided by Progress Energy and can be found in 
Appendix A: Doc 04: 2010 Inspection Report 

Five-Year Inspections: 

Five-Year inspections reports were provided by Progress Energy and can be found 
in Appendix A: Doc 05: Five-Year Inspection 

9.2 INSTRUMENTATION MONITORING 

Water level observation casings installed are adequate for monitoring the phreatic 
surface.  Hand auger bores to check for presence of water or wet soils at the toe of 
the slope is also used. 

9.3 ASSESSMENT OF SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING PROGRAM 

9.3.1 Adequacy of Inspection Program 

Based on the data reviewed by Dewberry, including observations during 
the site visit, the inspection program is adequate. 

9.3.2 Adequacy of Instrumentation Monitoring Program 

Based on the data reviewed by Dewberry, including observations during 
the site visit, the inspection program is adequate. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Document 1 
 

Ash Handling System Overview 
  



System Purpose 
 
The ash handling system consists of two major components: the bottom ash conveyor and the fly-ash 
conveyor. Because the characteristics of ash are very different from the front to the back of the boiler, 
the collection and transport are separate for the furnace bottom ash and collection points downstream. 
Both systems are essential in complying with air emission permits and eliminating river water pollution. 
Without effective ongoing removal of ash, the boiler unit would require outages to remove the ash. A 
wet bottom ash system collects and removes ash from the furnace. Bottom ash is a mixture of slag, 
clinkers and coarse granular ash. Bottom ash is produced during combustion by impurities contained 
within coal. The system uses water impounding for the following reasons: 
 
· To break up large pieces of slag by thermal shock as they fall into the pool of ambient temperature 
water. 
· To keep the ash and slag submerged so that they do not fuse into large unmanageable masses that 
would result if they were exposed to furnace heat 
 
The fly-ash system collects ash particles that drop out of the flue gas when the gas changes direction 
abruptly in the back pass and air heater ducts and is collected in hoppers along the flue gas outlet 
passage and precipitator. If this ash were allowed to exit at the stack, opacity readings would be out of 
compliance. 
 
 
System Flow Path 
 
Bottom Ash Removal : The bottom ash system begins in the furnace. Ash continuously falls into a water 
impounded ash hopper from the furnace above. The bottom ash hopper, which is designed with sloped 
sides for gravity flow, collects the ash. Water jets assist the removal of ash deposits from the ash 
hopper. The ash is changed to slurry form during the ash removal process. A manually operated vertical 
lifting door (inner door) in the dog house is opened to allow removal of bottom ash. During ash removal 
operations, the inner door and a pneumatically operated bottom ash supply valve are opened and the 
ash slurry is drawn from the hopper through the clinker grinder using a jetpulsion pump. High-pressure 
water from the ash pumps flows through the jetpulsion pump. The jet pump acts as a nozzle, increasing 
the velocity and creating a vacuum inside the jet pump nozzle. The vacuum draws the bottom ash slurry 
from the clinker grinder through the jet pump and discharges to the ash pond. The clinker grinder 
reduces any lumps or clinkers to a size, which will pass through the jetpulsion pump, and into the ash 
sluice line. The ash sluice line, located in a concrete trench below plant grade level, transports the ash 
away from the plant to the ash pond area. 
 
Fly Ash Removal - This system consists of precipitator hoppers, economizer hoppers and  air heater 
hoppers. The economizer hoppers are set directly beneath the economizer where the flue gas is exiting 
the boiler. They are located in a space where the flue gases change direction. This change in direction of 
the gas flow causes large particulates to fall out of the gas and accumulate in the hoppers. The air heater 
hoppers beneath the air pre-heaters have been disconnected from the fly ash system. The discharge 
from the air heater hoppers is piped to the bottom ash and is only set-up when washing the air heaters. 
The precipitator collects ash on the electrically charged plates and electrodes. Rappers and vibrators 
knock the dust off the plates and electrodes where it is collected in the hoppers. Fly ash is pneumatically 
conveyed from each hopper. The airflow necessary for conveying the ash is created by a hydroveyor 



exhauster and air intake valves on each of the lines serving the dust hoppers. The fly ash and conveying 
air mix with water in the 
inlet section of the hydroveyor exhauster and are discharged into an air separator tank. Conveying air 
after being separated from the fly ash is vented to the atmosphere. The ash-water slurry discharges by 
gravity from the air separator to a common header with Unit 2. The ash-slurry mixture is pumped 
through a jet pump to the ash pond. Figure 1 below is an illustration of the fly ash removal system. 
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Ash Pond Summary 
  



 
              3301 Atlantic Avenue, Raleigh, NC  27604 

Updated 1-25-11 

DAM INFORMATION SUMMARY 
H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant  

Ash Pond 
Wayne County, North Carolina 

 
1. Location 
 

Located across Neuse River from plant 
Latitude:  N3.37915 
Longitude:  W78.0698° 
NC Dam Number: Wayne-022 

 
2. Size and Dimensions 
 

Length:    2 miles 
Maximum Structural Height: 20 feet 
Surface Area:   143 acres 
Storage capacity:   1,980 acre feet  
Size Classification:   Medium 
Hazard Classification:  High 
   (Based on NC Dam Safety Inventory and Regulations) 
Regulatory Design Storm   ½ PMP* 
US Slope:    2.0(H):1(V) 
DS Slope:    2.0(H):1(V) 
Crest Width:   12 feet 
Crest Elevation:   90.0 feet 
Normal Pool Elevation:  84.0 feet in 2010 
Maximum Design Level:  88.0 feet 
Instrumentation:   None 

 
*Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) is 41 inches over 24 hours.  ½ PMP is 20.5”. 
  100-year storm is 8.5” over 24 hours. 

 
3. Geology and Seismicity 

 
Located in transition from Piedmont to Coastal Plain 
 
Zone 1 seismic zone according to Corps of Engineers with 
Design Earthquake: ah = 0.025 g  

 
4. Design Information 
 

Design plans prepared by CP&L.  Subsurface exploration performed. Stability analyses 
performed by CP&L in 1989 using soil properties measured from original explorations 
Steady State Seepage with pool elev. at 88 feet: FS = 1.77 
Steepest slopes:     FS = 1.34 
Additional evaluation by LAW in 1999 concluded FS of 1.57 to 2.25 based on new field data. 
 
Seepage analysis performed with indicated negligible amount.  No internal drainage 
provided. 
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Outlet works consist of 15-inch diameter vertical reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) riser with 
15-inch diameter RCP pipe under dike into secondary settling basin.  A second 15-inch RCP 
riser and outlet pipe provide release to the Neuse River.  Neither of the outlet pipes have 
seepage collars. 
 
With pond at design level, outlet works can pass a storm of ½ PMP, but water level rises to 
within 3 inches of crest.  Progress Energy has made a decision to not raise the pond level 
above its present elevation, which provides up to 5 feet of storage for the design flood. 

 
5. Construction History 
 

1978-1980: Construction started on September 1, 1978 and completed April, 1980.  
Construction was done by Garrison Grading.  Testing during construction was performed.  
 
1984, 1994: Repairs to local sloughs on interior slopes. 
 
2000: Intense rain and wind during Hurricane Floyd accompanied by record floods on Neuse 
River caused significant interior slope slumping and distress along part of exterior slope.  
Repairs were made in 2000, designed by LAW and constructed by Allen Grading. 
 
2004: The riser in the main pond fell over in 2004 and was replaced with a new riser.  No 
impacts on the dam occurred. 
 
2006-2007:  Progress Energy completed work on providing additional ash storage capacity 
within the existing ash pond area.  
 
2009: Repairs made to local seepage area on secondary settling pond exterior dike.  Major 
clearing of brush and trees on exterior dike slopes. 
 
2010: Additional rip rap added to area of local seepage on secondary settling pond exterior 
dike, adjacent to 2009 area. 

 
6. Inspection History 
 

The dam is inspected on 5-year intervals.  Since 2002, yearly site visits have been made for 
limited visual observations. 
 
William Wells: 1979 
Ralph Fadum: 1984  
LAW/MACTEC: 1989, 1994, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 

2009, 2010.  Italics indicate 5-year inspections. 
 

7. Current Issues 
 

The 2010 annual  inspection noted no significant issues were noted.  
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8. Overall Condition 

 
The 2009 5-year inspection indicated the ash pond dikes were in satisfactory condition.  The 
2010 inspection found no significant change in condition of the ash pond dikes from the 2009 
five-year inspection..    
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Appendix A – Photographs  
2010 Lee Limited (Annual) Field Inspection 

Richard S. Auger and Page 2 February 16, 2010 Photographs 
James A. Schiff 

 

  
 

3. Ash Pond Dike – View of crest and outside slope on south dike. 
 

 
 

4. Ash Pond Dike – View of crest for east dike. 
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2010 Lee Limited (Annual) Field Inspection 

Richard S. Auger and Page 6 February 16, 2010 Photographs 
James A. Schiff 

 

 
 

10. Cooling Lake Dike – View of spillway.  
 

 
 

11. Cooling Lake Dike – View of energy dissipation blocks and downstream spillway 
channel with high tailwater conditions.  
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1.0 SUMMARY 

1.1 General 

 

This report presents the results of an independent consultant inspection of the Cooling Pond Dike and 

Ash Pond Dike at Progress Energy H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant near Goldsboro, North Carolina.  

The independent inspection is performed at five-year intervals as required by the North Carolina 

Utilities Commission (NCUC) for facilities in North Carolina owned by Progress Energy and not 

licensed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).  The inspection was performed in 

accordance with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers guidelines(1)**.   

 

Previous independent inspections were made in 1979 by William L. Wells, in 1984 by Ralph E. 

Fadum, and by Law Engineering and Environmental Services, Inc. (now known as MACTEC 

Engineering and Consulting, Inc.) in 1989, 1994, 1999 and 2004(2).  The results of these inspections 

were presented in written reports.   During the 1999 inspection, a historical volume was prepared 

containing information about the site geology, engineering data, design, construction and operations 

of the dikes and ponds.  The historical volume (3) serves as a background document for the present 

inspection. 

 

1.2 Purpose and Scope 

 

The purpose of this dam safety inspection and report is to identify, within the limitations of surficial 

field inspection and office review of available data, records and operating history, any actual or 

potential deficiencies related to the maintenance, operation, or surveillance of the dikes and other 

water control structures of the plant in order to protect the public's safety and property.  The objective 

is to recommend immediate action for public protection where necessary, further studies and analyses 

where required, and acceptance of the present condition of the dam if justified by the engineering data 

and inspections. 

 

This report, prepared for Progress Energy, is concerned with a safety evaluation of the Cooling Pond 

                                                      
 

∗ Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in Section 5.0. 
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Dike and the Ash Pond Dike for the H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant. These water-retaining structures 

were constructed in 1960 and 1978, respectively.  The last 5-year independent consultant was in 2004 

by MACTEC. 

 

This investigation has been conducted in general conformity with the guidelines for Phase I 

inspections outlined in the USACOE publication, “Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of 

Dams”(1).  It encompassed a review of the 2004 safety inspection report including a description of the 

geologic and engineering data relative to site conditions, as well as the design, construction, and 

operational features of the dikes and appurtenant structures.  Maintenance history and plans for future 

maintenance activities were reviewed in consultation with maintenance and operations personnel at 

the H. F. Lee Plant. 

 

Site visits were made on June 4, 2009 and July 7, 2009 for the purpose of inspecting features relating 

to the safety and integrity of the dikes and appurtenant structures.  These features included evidence 

of leakage, erosion, seepage, slope instability, settlement, and conditions of protective vegetation.  

Photographs were obtained to document the general condition of the dike and significant features 

observed during the field inspection.  A third site visit was made December 3, 2009 to observe 

clearing of trees on the ash pond exterior slopes. 

 

1.3 Conclusions 

 

Based upon a review of the pertinent data in the manner described above, the following conclusions 

were reached:   

 

1. The Cooling Pond Dike, Ash Pond Dike and appurtenant structures are judged to have been 

adequately designed and generally well constructed. 

 

2. At the time of our inspection, no deficiencies were noted which constitute a concern for near-

future safety of the structures.   
 

3. No significant deficiencies were found in the maintenance practices for these structures.  A 

review of the inspection reports indicates that inspections and maintenance were carried out 
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conscientiously. 

 

4. Seepage noted in the 2004 Five-Year Independent Consultant Inspection Report has been 

addressed satisfactorily.  Dike slope improvements were made at an area of seepage observed 

at the ash pond secondary stilling basin exterior dike. 

 

5. Seepage at the toe of the cooling pond north dike is controlled by a drainage blanket underlain 

by geotextile filter material.  This area is monitored by plant personnel for signs of change. 

 

6. Review of monitoring records indicates that the 1993 remediation work to minimize 

deformation of the recirculation discharge structures has been effective. 

 

7. Excessive vegetation continues to be observed in a few locations on the lower sections of 

portions of the Cooling Pond Dike and the Ash Pond Dike.  Clearing of excess brush and trees 

on the lower portion of the Cooling Pond Dike and theAsh Pond Dikes was completed during 

the time frame of this report. 

 

8. Open cracks were observed in the asphaltic concrete wave protection blanket adjacent to the 

spillway entrance at the cooling pond. 

 

9.  Damage to the lower part of the asphaltic concrete slope protection layer at two locations on 

the Cooling Pond Dike from trees uprooted during Hurricanes Dennis and Floyd has not 

progressed or caused a danger to the dike. 

 

10. Repairs to the damage caused by Hurricane Floyd in 1999 on the interior and exterior slopes of 

the Ash Pond Dikes are in good condition. 

 

1.4 Recommendations 

 

Based on the field inspection and review of available data, the recommendations listed below are 

made.  The recommended remedial activities/repairs generally fall under the category of normal 

maintenance and are not considered emergency actions.   
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1.4.1 Cooling Pond 
 

1. The seepage control blanket area at the toe of the north dike  should be observed by plant 

personnel weekly for signs of increase in volume, appearance of boils or accumulation of soil 

fines. 

 

2. Survey readings for the recirculation discharge structure and channel soundings should be 

obtained again  as part of the next Independent Consultant Inspection in 2014, or sooner if 

plant observations suggest changes in conditions. 

 

3. Continue obtaining water levels in piezometers installed in the north dike seepage area on 

quarterly intervals.  Additional readings should be taken if the seepage appears to increase in 

volume and if the lake level rises to a point that it begins flowing over the spillway. Modify 

piezometer data sheets to include elevations of the water level. 

 
4. Vegetative growth in open cracks in the asphaltic concrete wave protection blanket near the 

spillway should be sprayed.  Open cracks within the range of normal pond level fluctuations 

should be observed during regular inspections to check for evidence of erosion under the liner. 

  

5. Maintenance cutting and spraying to control trees and vegetative growth should be continued.  

Fallen trees and trees growing in the asphalt liner of the exterior slope should be cut and 

removed at least to the toe of the dike. Progress Energy completed this work in late December, 

2009, and MACTEC has been requested to review for suitability in early 2010. 

 

6. Provide permanent markings of dike reference stations on the interior slope liner or by signs 

for ease in identifying specific features during inspections. 

 
 

1.4.2 Ash Pond 
 

1. Brushy vegetation and small trees on the lower parts of the slopes that were not cut by the 

spring mowing should be cut.  Progress Energy has accomplished this work as discussed in 
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Section 4.3.3. 

 

2. Mowing to control vegetation growth in the riprap blanket repair areas on the interior slopes 

should continue on a regular schedule. 
 

3. The 1989 Dam Safety inspection report recommended that the perimeter dike be raised or the 

maximum pond operating level be adjusted downward to elevation 87.5 feet to safely 

accommodate the design storm.  Progress Energy has adopted elevation 87.5 feet as the 

maximum operating level, and has typically operated the pond at elevations of about 83 to 85 

feet in response to the 1989 recommendations.   

 
4. If operating conditions arise such that the pond level needs to be raised to the maximum level 

of elevation 87.5 feet, at least four piezometers should be installed on the south dike to monitor 

changes in the phreatic surface as the pond level rises.   When the pond operating level is 

raised, water level readings should be obtained weekly for the first month after the raise, 

monthly for the next three months and quarterly for the next year.  Readings should be 

furnished to Progress Energy engineers for review. 

 

5. Modify piezometer data sheets to include elevations of the water level. 
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2.0 DIKE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

Brief descriptions of the Cooling Pond Dike and Ash Pond Dike are presented in this section. 

Further details about the design and construction of the structures are contained in the Historical 

Volume(3). 

 

2.1 Location 

 

The H. F. Lee Steam Electric Plant and the cooling pond are located on a peninsula formed by a large 

U-shaped bend (Quaker Neck) in the Neuse River in Wayne County, about 4.5 miles west of 

Goldsboro, North Carolina.   The ash pond is located on the north side of the bend, across the river 

from the cooling pond.  Access to the plant is by means of State Road 1007 and Carolina Power & 

Light's road connecting thereto.  Exhibit 1 shows the location of the plant, cooling pond and ash pond 

on the Northwest Goldsboro and Southwest Goldsboro USGS 7-1/2 minute quadrangle maps.  The 

latitudes and longitudes of the cooling pond and ash pond are as follows: 

 

   Cooling Pond N 35° 22’ 28”, W 78° 4’ 30” 

   Ash Pond N 35° 22’ 58”, W 78° 4’ 24” 

 

2.2 Cooling Pond Dike 

 

Ebasco Services, Inc. designed the Cooling Pond Dike and appurtenant structures in 1960. Subsurface 

explorations were conducted by Eustis Engineering Company of Metairie, Louisiana under the 

supervision of Ebasco.  Construction of the pond was done under the direction and supervision of 

Ebasco Services, Inc.  The construction was completed in 1961 and the pond was first filled in 

December 1961.  Exhibit 2 is a general plan of the cooling pond.  Sections and details of the dike and 

appurtenant structures are shown on Exhibit 3. 

 

The total length of the outer dike is 4.6 miles and the volume of water stored at the design normal 

water level, elevation 80.0 feet mean sea level (msl), is 3,808 acre-feet with a corresponding surface 
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area of 545 acres.  The maximum and minimum depths of the pond are 15 feet and 4 feet, 

respectively.  The dike crest has a 10-foot width at elevation 83.0 feet msl.  

 

The pond contains internal diversion and skimmer dikes to increase circulation of cooling water and 

aid in temperature control.  The length of the diversion dike is 1.6 miles and that of the skimmer dike 

is 0.17 miles.  These dikes have 3(H):1(V) side slopes and asphaltic concrete protection on both sides. 

 An earthen dike that impounds the coal storage runoff for release into the cooling pond is located on 

the western side of the cooling pond north of the discharge structure.  These dikes are not of concern 

with respect to the safety of the Cooling Pond Dike. 

 

The perimeter dike is constructed of compacted sand with an interior slope facing of compacted clay 

topped by an asphaltic concrete wave protection blanket.  Design slopes are 3(H):1(V) on both 

interior and exterior slopes. 

 

In 1986, broken or damaged sections of the asphaltic concrete wave protection blanket were repaired 

by placing a blanket of rip-rap underlain by a filter fabric on the interior slope from the toe to 

approximate elevation 80 feet msl.  Repairs continued between 1990 and 1992, ultimately creating a 

wave protection zone of fabric and rip-rap along the entire length of the perimeter, diversion and 

skimmer dikes. 

 

Water is pumped from the Neuse River into the cooling pond by two pumps located at the reservoir 

make-up structure.  A recirculation system constructed in 1973 takes water directly from the pond to 

the river intake distribution structure, so that the pond operates as a closed-cycle circulating water 

system with a normal pond level typically maintained between elevations 78.5 and 79.9 feet msl.  

 

The original construction included a gated concrete spillway and two discharge structures discharging 

to the Neuse River.  The two discharge structures are now sealed to prevent leakage from the pond 

into the river, which would violate Progress Energy's NPDES permit.  The gated spillway is 

operational but has only been used during severe flood events since construction of the recirculation 

system in 1973. 

 

Two recirculating water discharge structures are located at the west end of the cooling pond.  Cooling 
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water pumped from the plant discharges into the cooling pond from these structures.  The two 

structures are concrete boxes, side by side, with each structure approximately 17 feet across the face, 

14 feet high and extending 21 feet into the bank of the cooling pond.  The structures were constructed 

of cast-in-place reinforced concrete.  A 66-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe penetrates the rear 

wall of each structure. 

 

In 1993, CP&L personnel noticed tension cracks and subsidence of soil behind the two recirculating 

water discharge structures.  Subsequent inspection by divers revealed a large void beneath the 

structures.  Repairs to the structures included installing inclined columns with screw-jacks for 

temporary support of the structures, placing a rip-rap berm in the pond to cross in front of the 

structures, and pumping concrete into voids beneath and along the sides of the structures.  A 

monitoring program was also setup to check for future movements. 

 

The cooling pond is operated as recirculating closed system.  Hydrologic evaluations conducted as 

part of the 1989 dam safety inspection concluded that the pond has sufficient freeboard to retain the 

design storm without overtopping the dikes, although only minimal freeboard would be available. 

 

2.3 Ash Pond Dike 

 

The Ash Pond Dike was designed by Carolina Power & Light (CP&L), which also provided 

supervision of construction.  Earthwork construction was provided by Garrison Grading Company. 

Subsurface investigation and soil testing during construction were provided by Law Engineering 

Testing Company.  Construction began on September 1, 1978 and was completed in April 1980. 

Exhibit 4 is a general plan of the ash pond.  Typical sections are shown on Exhibit 5. 

 

The total length of the dike is 2.0 miles.  The water level of the pond is constantly maintained by a 

metal skimmer type spillway that discharges into a small secondary settling basin.  A second skimmer 

spillway discharges from the settling pond into the Neuse River.  The dike was designed for an 

ultimate operating level of elevation 88.0 feet msl which provides storage of 1980 acre-feet. The dike 

crest is 12 feet wide at elevation 90.0 feet msl.  Design side slopes are 2(H):1(V).   

 

At the design operating level, 88 feet msl, the design storm (1/2 PMP) would come within three 
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inches of overtopping the perimeter dike and would overtop the slightly lower separating dike 

between the pond and the secondary settling basin.  As discussed in the 2004 inspection report(2), it 

was recommended that Progress Energy consider raising the perimeter dike 0.5 feet or lowering the 

operating level to 87.5 feet msl to allow safe accommodation of the design storm.  Progress Energy 

has adopted the lower maximum operating level of elevation 87.5 feet.  

 

2.4 Size Classification 

2.4.1 Cooling Pond Dike 
 

The Corps of Engineers (Reference 1) uses both height of dike and storage capacity in their size 

classification system.  Based on the maximum dike height of 17 feet as determined from information 

on Exhibit 2, and a storage capacity at the top of dike of 5446 acre-feet, the cooling pond dike 

classifies as an intermediate size dike (based on storage capacity). The comparable size classification 

under the North Carolina Dam Safety Guidelines(4) would be “medium”. 

2.4.2 Ash Pond Dike 
 

The ash pond dike has a maximum height of 20 feet and a storage capacity at the top of dike of about 

2020 acre-feet as determined from information on Exhibit 4.  The storage capacity places the dike in 

the intermediate size classification in the Corps of Engineers' system. The comparable size 

classification under the North Carolina Dam Safety Guidelines(4) would be “medium”. 

 

2.5 Hazard Classification 

2.5.1 Cooling Pond Dike 
 

The Corps of Engineers (Reference 1) considers potential for loss of life and damage to downstream 

features in evaluating hazard potential of a dam.   In the event of a dike failure, water would flow 

directly into the Neuse River and its flood plain or the discharge channel leading to the river. 

 

There  are  a  few  residential  structures  across  the  river,  south  of  the  pond,  along S.R. 1008.  

These structures appear to be above elevation 75 feet.  In the event of a dike failure during a time of 

normal river flow, there is adequate storage in the river flood plain below elevation 75 feet to 
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accommodate all the cooling pond water.  The flood wave could cause temporary flooding over S.R. 

1008 at the bridge across the Neuse River about 3/4 mile below the junction of the discharge canal 

and the dike.  The potential for loss of life appears minimal. 

 

If a dike failure were to occur at a time when the Neuse River was flooding, the additional water 

would not be noticeable.  Past work (Reference 3) has found that even a 10 year frequency flood 

would be at elevation ranging from 73.8 feet to 78.2 feet around the dike.  The effects of a dike failure 

are not likely to have any greater impact than potential natural events. 

 

Because of the negligible potential for loss of life but because some damage to downstream features 

could occur, MACTEC considers a "significant" hazard classification appropriate for the Cooling 

Pond Dike under the Corps of Engineers referenced document(1).  The comparable hazard 

classification under the North Carolina Dam Safety Guidelines(4)   is interpreted as “Class B, 

intermediate” prior to consideration of potential for environmental damage. 

2.5.2 Ash Pond Dike 
 

A failure of the ash pond dike would also release water directly into the Neuse River and the adjacent 

flood plain.  The entire contents of the ash pond can be stored in the flood plain below elevation 75.0 

feet.  There are no residences in the area of likely inundation.  Based on the limited potential for 

damage, MACTEC considers a hazard classification of "low" appropriate under the Corps of 

Engineers' guidelines. The comparable hazard classification under the North Carolina Dam Safety 

Guidelines(4)  is interpreted as “Class A, low” prior to consideration of potential for environmental 

damage. 
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3.0 ACTIVITIES SINCE 2004 INSPECTION 
 

3.1 Maintenance Activities 

 

Tree and brush removal along exterior slopes of the Cooling Pond Dike has been performed at 

periodic intervals during the past 5 years.  Plant growth protruding through the exterior asphaltic-

concrete protection liner has been sprayed or cut. Vegetation control has not been fully effective as 

discussed in Section 4.2.3.   

 

The drainage blanket at the seepage area at the toe of the north dike of the cooling pond was 

expanded in 2004 to cover more wet areas, and the surrounding vegetation was cut back to allow 

better observation of the area by plant personnel during regular inspections.  

 

Routine removal of brush and small trees along portions of the interior and exterior slopes of the 

Ash Pond Dike has been performed since the 2004 inspection.  The lower sections of the Ash Pond 

Dike exterior slopes need additional vegetation removal as discussed in Section 4.3.3. 

 

3.2 Engineering Studies and Inspections 

 

Engineering evaluations and inspections have been performed or initiated since the 2004 inspection 

as described below. 
 

3.2.1 Ash Pond Secondary Settling Pond Dike Review and Repairs 
 

Wet surface conditions observed at the base of the eastern dike of the secondary settling pond during 

past inspections were evaluated as part of the 2008 inspection activities.  Geotechnical borings were 

performed and piezometers were installed. Exhibit 6 shows locations of the borings and piezometers. 

Information on the piezometer readings is discussed in Section 4.4. 

 

The geotechnical studies concluded the dike was safe against a significant stability failure, but that the 

softened surface soils in the toe area should be stabilized.  Progress Energy implemented slope 
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improvements in April, 2009.  Vegetation was cleared by hand methods to approximately five feet 

outside the dike toe and up to about the midpoint of the slope.  Geotextile fabric and rip rap were 

placed by hand methods.  Exhibit 7 describes the improvements. 

3.2.2 Site Visits 
 

MACTEC conducted limited field inspections of the Cooling Pond Dike and Ash Pond Dike in 2005, 

2006, 2007, and 2008.  Reports (References 5, 6, 7 and 8) summarizing the observations and 

providing recommendations were furnished to Progress Energy.    
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4.0 FIELD INSPECTION OBSERVATIONS 

4.1 Method of Inspection 

 

Initial visual inspection of the dikes, and appurtenant structures, was made on June 4, 2009, by Mr. Al 

Tice and Mr. James Schiff of MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, Inc.  Mr. Dennis Cole, who is in 

charge of dam inspections and maintenance at the Lee Plant, was also interviewed during the site visit 

and accompanied MACTEC on portions of the site walkover.  The dike crest and side slopes were 

inspected on foot and from a slowly moving vehicle.  A visual inspection of the river banks and 

discharge canal banks was made from a boat accompanied by Mr. David Daughtry of Progress 

Energy. 
 

A second site visit was made by Mr. Tice on July 7, 2009 to complete observations of the Ash Pond 

Dike.  Following the commencement of vegetation clearing on the Ash Pond Dike in December, 

2009, Mr. Tice made a final site visit to check on the approach to clearing.  The clearing was 

satisfactory. 

 

Photographs to show conditions existing at the time of the site visits are included in Appendix C.  The 

locations and orientation of the photographs are shown on Photograph Location Maps 1 and 2, 

inserted in a pocket in front of the photographs as Appendix B.  In general, a comparison of the 

present photographs with comparable 2004 photographs showed no significant changes.   
 

The inspection discussions presented in the following sections are based on the field visits.  

 

4.2 Cooling Pond Dike 

 

The cooling pond level at the time of the June 4, 2009 inspection visit was at elevation 79.3 feet 

msl.  The river level was lower than normal.  In this report, station references used are taken from 

inspection reference stations designated by Progress Energy and shown on their inspection 

reference maps.  These stations do not correspond to original plan station references that have been 

used in previous reports.  The reference stations are not well marked on the dike; we recommend 

that permanent markings be established by paint or signs for ease of identifying inspection 
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notations. 

4.2.1 Crest 
 

The crest of the dike has a gravel surface and is in good condition.  Photographs 1 through 4 show the 

typical appearance.  No significant rutting or settling was seen.  

4.2.2 Interior Slopes 
 

The interior slope has a protective blanket of asphalt from below the pond level to the dike crest.  For 

most of the pond geotextile and rip-rap have been placed on the asphalt to combat wave-induced 

erosion.  The riprap is in good condition (Photographs 2, 5 and 6).   The riprap has slid down the 

asphalt in a few places (Photograph 7); no actions are needed, observe for further slippage.   

 

No indications of slope slumping, slides or excessive erosion were seen on the interior slopes of the 

dike.  The asphalt blanket above the riprap has joints with some form of filling or caulking on a 

regular spacing.  These joint fill materials are deteriorating.  No action is needed at this time; however, 

repairs may become necessary within the next five years.  Loss of the joint filler material could allow 

wave action to cause local undermining of the asphalt liner.  Continued observation and repairs as 

needed is recommended. 

 

A small portion of the interior slope, near the spillway, does not have the rip-rap.  The asphalt from 

the spillway to approximately the start of the rip-rap has some open cracks that appear to extend 

through the asphalt (Photograph 8).  The 2004 report recommended providing repairs to seal cracks in 

the asphalt liner on the interior slope near the spillway entrance.  The asphalt liner is more vulnerable 

to degradation from weathering effects and wave action if the cracks are not repaired. Some repair 

work was accomplished in 2004 and 2005.  No further repair work has been completed.   

 

The observed cracks above the water level do not pose a significant stability issue; in many spots the 

natural ground beyond the exterior slope is above the pond level.  Continued rises and falls of the 

pond could create local loss of ground below the asphalt liner and lead to local potholes in the liner.  

Observation for such conditions and repair as they are found is a reasonable future course of action. 

 

Many of the observed cracks in the asphalt liner or deteriorated joint filling have grass or weed 
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growth (Photograph 8).  As part of the regular maintenance program, the vegetation should be sprayed 

to prevent roots from causing disruption of the liner. 

4.2.3 Exterior Slopes 
 

The exterior slopes are in satisfactory visual condition.  Photographs 1, 9 and 10 illustrate the typical 

conditions.   
 

The slopes on the north side of the lake are well vegetated with grass.  The grass is well maintained 

to a reasonable distance beyond the toe.  No indications of slumping or seepage emerging from the 

slope face were seen.  At approximately station 31, where the drainage blanket has been placed, no 

signs of boils were seen.  A very slight outflow (1/2 to ¾ gallons per minute) of clear water was 

seen emerging from the edge or the blanket about 15 feet west of Piezometer 6; this area is 

typically a point of slight seepage.  The vegetation has been cut back to allow clear views for 

inspection (Photograph 11). Standing water was observed to cover more area than usual.  The area 

is topographically low and the cut vegetation may be contributing to some of the standing water by 

inhibiting outflow along the relatively flat drainage swales. 
 

The two pipes leading under the dike from the sealed discharge structures were inspected and 

appeared to be in satisfactory condition.  There was no indication of seepage or leakage observed at 

the discharge ends  (Photographs 12 and 13). 

 

The toe area along the dike (except for the drainage blanket area) is dry.  Some standing water was 

observed near station 27, a typical condition due to the relatively flat topography.  Most of the area 

beyond the dike toe on the south side was dry.  It is not unusual to see standing water in low spots in 

this section.  Normally this water is 40 to 50 feet beyond the dike toe.  No signs of boils or seepage 

related to the dike were seen.   

 

Vegetation has crept up the asphalt exterior slope liner to a point that it needs maintenance.  Some 

small trees growing in joints were seen (Photographs 10 and 14).  Vines and other brush are starting to 

encroach into joints as well.  Removal of vegetation from the liner and to a distance of five feet 

beyond the toe is recommended; however there are some large trees growing just beyond the toe of 

the dike whose removal could damage the liner.  Such trees could be left in place.  Subsequent to the 

field visits, Progress Energy reported that vegetation removal was completed in late December, 2009.  
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4.2.4 River Banks 
 

The general condition of the river banks and the rip rap areas were observed from a boat during the 

June 4 site visit.  Photographs 15 and 16 show typical conditions.  The river level at the time of our 

observation was lower than normal.  No significant losses of riprap or significant bank failures 

were observed.  The river bank area adjacent to the north part of the dike does not have riprap. A 

small amount of seepage was observed in this area, near the end of the riprap.  This condition was 

also noted in the 1999 and 2004 5-year inspections, and the conditions seen in 2009 appeared 

similar. 

 

The river bank areas without rip rap show occasional presence of low height vertical banks and some 

oozing of seepage but no signs of major slumping.  The Cooling Pond Dike is more than 200 feet 

from the river banks.  Local slumps at the river bank would not raise concern for the dike stability.  

The original riprap placement was done because progression of erosion was noted in inspections 

shortly after the dikes were completed.  The riprap has controlled progression of the erosion. 

4.2.5 Structures 
 

The concrete spillway entrance, bottom slab, outflow chute and energy dissipation blocks appeared to 

be in good condition (Photographs 17 and 18).  There is a very minor amount of leakage under the 

seals of the concrete gates; no repairs are necessary. Some vegetative growth is present in bottom 

slab joints that should be removed (Photograph 17). The spillway exit walls are concrete that 

transition to steel sheet piling for the last 100± feet.  The concrete portions are in good visual 

condition.  There are a few vertical cracks and widened vertical joints. There is a small amount of 

seepage through the lower part of some of the joints, but no apparent loss of ground behind the 

walls.  No action appears necessary.  The amount of seepage observed during the current inspection 

visit was less than in the past.   

 

The steel sheet piles show corrosion consistent with their age.  Even if the sheet piles experience 

failure, the remainder of the spillway would not likely be impacted. 

 

Vegetation along both sides of the spillway was cut several years ago.  The cut vegetation has been 

left on the slopes as directed by the Corp of Engineers.  Removal of the cut vegetation is not allowed 

due to environmental restrictions.  A sand bar with vegetation was observed near the junction of the 
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spillway outfall and the Neuse River (Photograph 19).  Discussions with Progress Energy personnel 

indicate that the sand bar has been present for some time.  Removal of the sand bar would be difficult 

to permit, and the flow patterns in the river would likely recreate a sand bar.  Because the spillway is 

not activated except in a flood condition when the river level would be above the sand bar, flows 

should not be affected significantly by the sand bar. Removal of the vegetation should be done so 

future flooding of the Neuse River may reduce or remove the sand bar by erosion. 

 

The recirculating water discharge structure consists of two concrete boxes (Photograph 20).  Severe 

undermining of the structures and erosion in the intake channel occurred in 1993.  Repairs were 

made as described in Reference 4, and movements of the intake boxes and profile of the channel in 

front of the boxes have been monitored since.  The concrete and steel of the discharge structures 

appears to be in good condition.  No change in the appearance of the structures has been noticed 

during annual site visits since the 2004 inspection in terms of displacement.  The southern structure 

is slightly higher than the northern structure, but this condition has been noted in prior inspections. 

 There were no signs of further void or tension crack development in the soils around the structure. 

 The monitoring will be discussed in section 4.4.  

 

4.3 Ash Pond Dike 

 

At the time of the field inspection, the ash pond had water in about 1/3 of the original area; the 

remainder was filled with sedimented ash.  The water level was at about elevation 81 feet, about 7 

feet below the design maximum elevation.  Since the 2004 inspection, Progress Energy has been 

placing ash in the western end of the ash pond which had not had ash placed in it for at least 15 

years.  The placement is designed to create a horseshoe-shaped low-height dike area with the ash 

discharged at the west end of the horseshoe and allowed to flow out the east (open) end of the 

horseshoe.  The concept is to promote more ash sedimentation in old, unused portion of the pond.   

 

The field inspection was performed by driving around the entire dike and performing walking 

inspections at selected locations.  The crest, interior slopes and exterior slopes of the dam generally 

appeared to be stable.   

4.3.1 Crest 
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The crest of the dike is in satisfactory condition with no areas of concern noted.  Photographs 21 

through 24 are overviews of the dike showing the crest.  The roadway along the crest is mostly gravel 

with a moderate grass cover between traveled paths.  No significant deformations or ruts were 

observed. 

4.3.2 Interior Slopes 
 

The interior slopes are in good condition (Photographs 22, 25 and 26).  Areas repaired in 2000 are 

performing well (Photographs 25 and 26).   Vegetation has covered much of the  riprap and rock 

blankets.  This vegetation should be controlled by annual spraying to prevent large root 

development that can disrupt the blankets.  In the areas with impounded water, there is a good 

growth of reeds and cattails at the water edge that serves to reduce wave impacts.  No significant 

erosion areas were noted. 

 

There is a separator dike between the ash pond and the secondary settling pond. The slopes of the 

separator dike are in fair condition (Photograph 23).  Excess vegetation on the slopes should be cut. 

4.3.3 Exterior Slopes 
 

Photographs 24 and 27 through 30 show typical views of the exterior slopes of the dike. The slopes 

on the southern dike have some locations where small scarps are present near the crest.  These 

appear old, and they have been seen in past inspections.  No signs of recent movement were seen.  

The areas repaired in 1996 and 2000 show no visual signs of further movement.  The toe of the 

dike along the south side is dry, with no apparent seepage.  Near the western end of the south dike, 

an area of ponded water was observed in a topographic low area that begins about 100 feet outside 

the dike toe.  Water in this area appears to be from rainfall and from river over-bank flooding.  The 

observed conditions pose not concern for dike stability. 

 

The eastern and northern parts of the dike have a generally flatter slope than other sections.  

Vegetation on the slopes had been cut with a mower shortly before this site visit.  In areas where 

the dike height was too great for the mower to reach the lower sections of the slope, vegetation was 

not cut.  

 

Subsequent to the field inspections, Progress Energy contracted with a tree cutting firm to remove 
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brush and trees on the exterior slope around the entire ash pond.  The work was observed in 

progress by Mr. Tice on December 3, 2009 and, with very minor local concerns, was proceeding 

satisfactorily.  Discussions were held with Progress Energy personnel and the tree cutter to address 

the minor concerns.  Photograph 31 shows a portion of the north dike where clearing had been 

completed. 
 

During past inspections, the exterior slope of the secondary settling basin dike on the east side has 

been noted to have soft and wet soils with occasional slight ooze of seepage.  The area affected 

gradually enlarged both laterally and upslope.  There has been little seepage flow and no signs of boils 

or soil particle movement.  Due to the proximity of the area to a creek and the Neuse River,  the area 

beyond the dike toe is also marshy.  As discussed in section 3.2.1 improvements to the worst of the 

slope areas were made in spring, 2009.  The improvements included clearing, placing geotextile fabric 

and placing riprap.  The improvements were in good condition (Photograph 32).   

 

Additional toe and slope wet areas were noted to extend from the north end of the improvements to 

the north end of the secondary settling pond dike with the worst spot associated with a fallen tree 

(Photograph 33).  These areas should be observed for signs of increasing seepage or local surface 

movement.  If such are noted, the improvement concept should be extended over this area. 

 

An existing creek runs parallel to the dike toe along the north dike (Photograph 34).  The creek is 20 

to 50 feet beyond the dike toe.  Beavers live along the creek and build dams that block creek flow 

(Photograph 35).  The blockages generally do not impound water against the dike.  Progress Energy 

continues to remove the dams and is working on a plan to remove the beavers.   A walk along the 

north and east dike toe did not find evidence for any seepage out of the ash pond dike. Local water 

ooze spots were seen along the creek bank on both sides of the creek.  These spots are interpreted as 

groundwater or bank storage release, not as seepage from the ash pond.  Continued maintenance to 

remove beaver dams is necessary, as Progress Energy is doing. 

4.3.4 Outlet Structures 
 

The vertical riser in the ash pond fell over in 2004 and was repaired.  The skimmer structure on top 

of the riser appears to have a slight vertical tilt; otherwise, the skimmer structure is in good 

condition (Photograph 36). 
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Water leaving the pond vertical riser flows through a horizontal pipe into the secondary settling 

basin. The discharge of the flow creates a “burping” effect at times due to unbalanced hydraulic 

head and air becoming trapped in the discharge stream.  This condition does not appear to affect 

the operation of the structures, and the conditions have been noted in the past. 

 

The secondary settling pond skimmer is in good condition.  Outflow from the secondary settling 

basin exits at the Neuse River through a concrete pipe with riprap as an energy dissipation method. 

The outlet was flowing nearly full at the time of the inspection, and no indications of water flowing 

underneath the pipe were seen.  The riprap in the outlet channel was visible due to the lower river 

level. The riprap appeared in good condition (Photograph 37). 

 

4.4 Monitoring Program 

 

Until September, 2009, the plant personnel conducted visual observations of the Cooling Pond Dikes 

and Ash Pond Dikes weekly during a preventive maintenance ride around the dike.  Inspections were 

made quarterly using a check list.  Review of these forms found them to be satisfactory.  Progress 

Energy implemented a new procedure for dam and dike inspections in September, 2009 (Exhibit 9).   

The new procedure establishes a monthly schedule for inspection of the Cooling Pond Dikes and the 

Ash Pond Dikes.   Checklists are furnished in the new procedure for guiding the inspection.  Training 

of inspectors is also required.  Information at the plant from the first inspections conducted under the 

new procedure was reviewed during the December 3, 2009 site visit and found satisfactory. 

 

Originally, there was no safety or performance  instrumentation in the dikes.  As discussed earlier, 

piezometers have been added at selected areas on both ponds, and survey monitoring points have been 

established on the Cooling Pond recirculation discharge structure.   

 

4.4.1 Cooling Pond Dike 
 

Soundings of the cooling pond bottom in front of the structures and elevations on monitoring points 

on the structures were taken in May 1993, October 1993, July 1994, July, 1999 and June, 2004 by 

Smith & Smith Surveyors.  Based on the evaluation of the results of the monitoring during the 1994 
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inspection, annual monitoring was discontinued.  Soundings in front of the structures and elevations 

on most of the monitoring points were taken for the 2009 inspection by McKim and Creed in July, 

2009.    

 

Exhibit 10 shows the 2009 bottom sounding readings.  The results of the 2009 bottom soundings were 

reviewed with respect to past readings.  Exhibit 11 compares present sounding results to readings 

reported in October, 1993, soon after the rip rap was placed. Present readings are typically a foot or 

two above previous readings.  Problems with turbulence and irregularities in the rip rap shapes make 

point to point comparisons questionable.  MACTEC interprets the present readings as showing no 

significant loss of rip rap.  Soundings should be planned as part of the next 5-year inspection. 

 

Exhibit 12 shows the 2009 survey elevations of the monitoring points on the discharge structure 

compared to the 2004 readings.  Two of the monitoring points were not surveyed in 2009 due to their 

markings being obscured by wear.  The 2009 readings indicate settlements of about 1 inch or less with 

about the same change at all but one of the monitoring points compared.  The visual observations do 

not suggest movements of the magnitude calculated.  It is possible use of a different surveyor or even 

changes in the reference point benchmark could account for the differences.  Progress Energy may 

desire to have the points re-surveyed earlier than the normal 5-year interval to check changes against 

the 2009 readings. 

 

In December, 2002, eight piezometers were installed on the north side of the Cooling Pond Dike in 

the area where seepage and boils had been observed. Piezometer locations are shown on Exhibit 

13, and information on the piezometers is contained in Exhibit 14.  Piezometers readings have been 

are obtained by the plant on a generally quarterly basis. Exhibit 15 shows the results of the 

readings.                 

                 

Based on review of the readings, elevations of water in the in the piezometers on the crest of the 

dike fluctuate much more than elevations in piezometers on the slope or at the toe.  Fluctuations on 

the order of 7 feet have been recorded.  Because the cooling pond level fluctuation is about 1 to 2 

feet, the large fluctuation in the crest piezometers may be related to variations in the Neuse River 

water levels.  Readings in the crest piezometers in September, 2009 were near the historical low 

elevation, and the river level was low.  In contrast, readings in the crest piezometers in December, 
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2009,  after a period of heavy rains in November and December, were at the historical high, 

suggesting a close association of piezometer levels with changes in river levels.  Even at the 

highest elevations recorded, the water level indicated at the crest is below the base of the dike fill, 

indicating the seepage at the toe drainage blanket is not a result of seepage through the dike.  Water 

elevations in piezometers at the toe of the dike are five to 10 feet below the drainage blanket.   

Piezometer #8 is located outside the main seepage area and typically reflects presence or absence 

of standing water in the topographic low areas near the toe of the dike.  

 

4.4.2 Ash Pond Dike 
 

A previously discussed, MACTEC installed piezometers in December, 2007 for monitoring 

groundwater levels in the ash pond secondary containment dike in the area where seepage along the 

exterior slope toe and beyond had been identified by inspections.  Exhibit 6 shows the locations 

and installation information for the piezometers.  Exhibit 16 shows water level readings made by 

Progress Energy personnel since the installation.  Water levels in the dike slope and toe have 

shown very little fluctuation. Water levels in the piezometers at the dike crest are near or below the 

base of the dike, and have shown fluctuations of about 2 feet around a typical value of 23 feet 

depth at Piezometer 1 and about 1 foot around a typical value of 15.5 feet depth at Piezometer 4. 

Water levels in the toe area are within a foot of the original ground surface at the north end and 

about three feet below the original ground surface at the south end.  MACTEC recommends water 

level readings continue on a quarterly schedule.  Water levels are currently being reported by the 

plant as depths below the top of the piezometer.  Elevations for the tops of the piezometer casings 

as estimated by MACTEC from installation information are included in Exhibit 6.  Reporting 

sheets should provide depth and elevation readings. 

 

Progress Energy is currently operating the ash pond with the riser elevation at approximately 83 feet 

msl.  Past plans to raise the level of the riser have not been implemented.  If the riser is to be raised in 

the future, MACTEC recommends four piezometers be installed along the south dike for monitoring 

the phreatic surface in the dike as the pond water level is raised.  The piezometers should be installed 

beginning about 100 feet west of the separator dike and then at about 200-foot intervals to the west.  

Flush-mounted covers can be used to avoid interference with traffic and maintenance activities.  

When the pond operating level is raised, water level readings should be obtained weekly for the first 
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month after the raise, monthly for the next three months and quarterly for the next year.  Piezometer 

readings should be furnished to Progress Energy engineers for review. 
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4. Ash Pond Area Plan – CP&L Drawing RCD-372. 
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11. Comparison of Soundings at Recirculating Discharge Structure. 

 
12. Comparison of Elevations at Recirculating Discharge Structure. 
 
13. Plan of Piezometer Installation, Cooling Pond North Dike, Lee Plant – MACTEC Drawing 

No. 1, June, 2003. 
 
14. Summary of Piezometer Installations, Cooling Pond North Dike.. 
 
15. Summary of Piezometer Readings, Cooling Pond North Dike. 
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EXHIBIT 12 
 

 

 

EXHIBIT 12 

COMPARISON OF ELEVATIONS AT RECIRCULATING DISCHARGE STRUCTURE 

MONITORING 
POINT NUMBER 

2009 
ELEVATION, FT. 

2004 
ELEVATION, FT.    DIFFERENCE, FT. 

1003  82.59  82.58  ‐0.01 
1004  82.48  82.46  ‐0.02 
1005  82.62  82.605  ‐0.015 
1007  86.38  86.365  ‐0.015 
1008  86.49  86.48  ‐0.01 
1009  86.47  86.47  0 

NOTES: 

1.  2009 survey by McKim and Creed 7/23/09 and 7/30/09 

2.  Vertical datum based on lake surface elevation of 79.58' (office reading, 7/23/09)  
3. 2004 survey data taken from 2004 survey by Smith and Smith as shown 

 in 2004 5‐year inspection report, Exhibit 13. 
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21. ASH POND- Crest of north dike. 
 

 
 

22. ASH POND- Crest and interior slope-east dike.  Note good conditions of rip rap 
repair. 
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23. ASH POND- Crest of separator dike. 
 

 
24. ASH POND- Crest and exterior slope of south dike. 
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25. ASH POND- Interior slope repair-south dike 
 

 
 

26. ASH POND- Interior slope of south dike. Note vegetation on erosion matting. 
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27. ASH POND- Exterior slope of south dike. 
 

 
 

28. ASH POND- Exterior slope south dike. 
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29. ASH POND- Crest and exterior slope-north dike. 
 

 
 

30. ASH POND- Exterior slope - east dike. 
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37. ASH POND-Discharge point for secondary settling pond outfall. 
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ASH POND 
ASSESSMENT OF DIKE STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

PROGRESS ENERGY – H.F. LEE STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT  
WAYNE COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA  

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, Inc. (MACTEC) was retained by Progress Energy to provide an 
assessment of dike structural stability for the Ash Pond Dikes located at the H.F. Lee Steam Electric Plant 
in Wayne County, North Carolina. The location of the Ash Pond is shown on Figure 1. The services 
provided are based on the scope of work contained in Work Authorization No. 2720-203 dated 
September 20, 2010. This report presents the results of the subsurface investigation, laboratory testing 
and stability analysis for the Ash Pond dikes.    

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

The H.F. Lee Steam Plant Ash Pond is located northeast of the power plant (Figure 1).  The Ash Pond was 
formed by constructing a perimeter dike above natural ground adjacent to the north bank of the Neuse 
River. There were no existing streams entering the area.  The Ash Pond has a transmission line on the 
north side, and a swampy area that drains to the Neuse River is present east of the dike.    

The Ash Pond was designed in 1978 by the Power Plant Construction Department of Progress Energy 
(then known as Carolina Power & Light Company).  Reduced copies of the design plan (Drawing RCD-
372) and design sections (Drawing RCD-373 are included in Appendix A. A subsurface exploration of 
materials within the proposed impoundment area was conducted by Law Engineering of Raleigh, NC to 
provide information on characteristics of the borrow material.   

The Ash Pond includes a secondary settling basin in the southeast corner that is separated from the 
main pond by a separator dike.  Water from the main pond is released into the secondary settling basin 
through a vertical riser pipe connected to a horizontal outflow pipe.  The water level in the secondary 
settling basin is maintained at elevation 78.5 feet.  A second vertical riser connected to a horizontal 
outflow pipe releases water into the Neuse River.  The design drawings in Appendix A indicate the dike 
was to be constructed of “selected fill” and reference technical specification PPCD-78-5-116 for 
construction.  Construction was completed in April, 1980.  General information on the Ash Pond dike is 
presented below.   

• Design crest elevation - 90 feet (MSL) 

• Dike crest width – 12 feet 

• Design interior and exterior slopes – 2(H) : 1(V) 

• Perimeter Dike Length – 2 miles 
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• Design maximum water level elevation – 88 feet.  Pond has never operated at design maximum 
level. 

• Current water level elevation in main pond - approximately 84.5 feet; plant reports no plans to 
operate at a higher level for remaining life of the pond.   

• Spillway type – Vertical riser pipe connected to horizontal outflow that releases water into the 
secondary settling basin.  A second vertical riser pipe connected to a horizontal discharge outflow 
pipe leads to the Neuse River.   

• Current water level elevation in secondary settling basin  – 78.5 feet 

• Maximum structural height – 20 feet 

• Surface area – 143 acres at design dike crest 

• Storage capacity – Approximately 1,980 acre-feet (as designed) 

• Regulatory Design Storm – ½ Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP).  The   ½ PMP is 20.5 inches 
over 24 hours. 

• Current size classification (NCAC 15A.2K.0205) - Medium 

• Current hazard classification (NCAC 15A.2K.0105; NC Inventory of Dams) - High 

1.2 SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 

For the present study, MACTEC performed soil test borings with laboratory testing of selected samples 
and installed temporary casings for water level observation at four locations on the perimeter dike.  
Hand auger borings were performed at the toe of the slope at each location to help evaluate the 
phreatic water level in the dike.  Additional hand auger borings were performed along the crest and 
slope of the dike at the location of boring AB-3 to better evaluate the phreatic water level in the dike.  
The additional hand auger borings were performed at this location due to shallow water measured in 
the well casing at boring AB-3. Information from this exploration was used to perform the detailed 
stability analysis of the Ash Pond dikes. The boring locations are shown on Figure 2.  Dike cross-sections 
at boring locations are shown in Figures 4 through 9. 

In addition to our current activities, borings and stability analyses were performed on the dike during 
past geotechnical studies by Law Engineering/MACTEC in 1999 and 2009.  The locations of the previous 
borings are also shown on Figure 2.  Boring records and other information from the past studies are 
included in Appendices B, C and F.  The stability analyses are discussed in Section 8. 

2.0 SUMMARY 

This report presents results of a geotechnical study of the stability of existing dikes at the Lee Plant Ash 
Pond.  The study included review of past dam inspection reports and existing geotechnical information 
and performing additional geotechnical borings and laboratory testing.  Topographic information was 
obtained from an aerial topographic map prepared in 2010 as part of other plant studies.   

Slope stability analyses were performed for cross sections considered representative of the dike 
conditions.  Results of the analyses found factors of safety for dikes to be greater than regulatory 
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requirements.  At one section, a factor of safety less than 1.5 was found for a very shallow-depth 
pathway; however, satisfactory factors of safety exist for pathways that are deeper within the dike.   

Seepage conditions were reviewed.  Neither past dam inspections nor observations from the present 
study indicate seepage is emerging on the exterior slopes of the dikes with one exception.  An area of 
the secondary settling pond exhibits surface wetness conditions and local seepage oozing both on the 
lower portion of the dike slope and in the toe area.  The conditions have existed for many years with 
little change observed.  Riprap slope protection has been placed over the affected area. 

On the basis of the current study and past information, MACTEC concludes the Lee Plant Ash Pond dikes 
are in satisfactory condition and no structural repairs are necessary.  Inspection for changes in 
conditions combined with  maintenance of vegetation should continue. 

3.0 FIELD INVESTIGATION 

The field investigation program was performed from October 27 through November 11, 2010 and 
included the following:   

• Advancing four soil test borings with standard penetration sampling from the crest of the existing 
dikes.  Boreholes were sealed with cement-bentonite grout to the surface at completion of drilling. 

• Obtaining intact samples of the soft cohesive soils using hydraulically pushed Shelby-tubes. 

• Performing eight shallow-depth hand auger borings along the dike toe and on the dike slopes to 
check for shallow water or soft soils. 

• Installing temporary water level observation casings adjacent to the boreholes to allow checks of 
water levels over time.   

• Determining slope geometry by collecting elevations with a level and grade rod at selected points.  
The crest of the dike was used as a temporary benchmark with the elevations taken from an aerial 
topographic survey performed in 2010.   

EXPLORATORY METHODS 
 
The boring locations were identified in the field by MACTEC personnel utilizing a Trimble GPS unit.  The 
soil borings were performed by a trailer mounted CME 45C drill rig.  Mud-rotary drilling procedures 
were used.  Standard penetration testing (SPT) was performed at 2.5 to 5-foot intervals by driving a 1-
3/8 inch ID split-spoon sampler in general accordance with ASTM D 1586.  The split-spoon sampler is 
driven into the soil a distance of 18 inches by a manual hammer weighing 140-pounds from a free fall 
height of 30 inches.  The number of blows required to drive each 6-inches of the sampler were noted, 
and the number of blows from the last two increments are added to obtain the Standard Penetration 
Resistance (N-Value). 
 
Samples were taken from the split-spoon sampler, described and identified based on visual-manual 
procedures.  A representative portion of each sample was sealed in a glass jar with a moisture tight lid, 
labeled and returned to MACTEC’s laboratory for further visual-manual identification and/or laboratory 
testing.  Intact samples were obtained at targeted depth intervals based on the SPT work and field 
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observations of the samples.  An adjacent borehole was drilled for the intact sampling.  The methods 
described in ASTM D 1587 for thin walled tube sampling were used.  

Hand auger borings were advanced at locations shown on Figure 2 to supplement the machine-drilled 
borings.  The hand auger borings were advanced to depths of four to seven feet below the ground 
surface and were stopped just beneath the depth groundwater was encountered.  The hand auger 
boreholes were left open for a short time to allow for stabilized water levels to be measured, then the 
boreholes were closed by filling with bentonite chips. 

A field geologist observed all drilling operations, logged all recovered soil samples, recorded SPT blow 
counts and measured groundwater levels if encountered.  Each of the soil samples was described in 
general accordance with the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).  Detailed descriptions of the soil 
samples recovered from the borings are presented on the boring logs in Appendix B-1.  The stratification 
lines indicated on the boring logs represent the approximate boundaries between soil types; in-situ, the 
transitions may be gradual.  Variations in soil conditions between borings can also occur. 

To allow checks for water levels over time, 1-inch diameter PVC pipes with slotted sections were 
installed with a GeoProbe adjacent to the soil test borings.  The PVC pipes were set in the open hole, a 
sand pack placed to within 2 feet of the ground surface and a bentonite seal was used to fill the 
remainder of the borehole.  Steel protective covers were installed flush with the dike crest. Hand auger 
boreholes were left open to allow for water checks over time, then filled with bentonite chips.      

4.0 LABORATORY TESTING 

Soil samples were re-examined in the laboratory by an experienced engineer/geologist to confirm field 
classifications and were revised where necessary.  Soil samples were grouped into major strata based on 
visual-manual identification procedures.  Laboratory testing was conducted on representative soil 
samples to aid in classification.  Laboratory tests performed included natural moisture contents, particle 
size analysis, Atterberg Limits and consolidated undrained triaxial shear tests.  All testing was done in 
general accordance with applicable ASTM specifications.  A summary of laboratory results and test 
results is included in Appendix C-1.  Strength test results from previous studies are also included in 
Appendices C-2 and C-3. 

5.0 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS 

Subsurface conditions are illustrated on Figures 4 through 8; a legend for the symbols used is on Figure 
3.  Based on borings performed for this exploration and previous explorations, the dike fill materials 
typically consist of layers of medium stiff to very stiff fine sandy and silty clay (CL, CH) and loose to 
medium dense clayey and silty fine to medium sands (SC, SM).  N-values within the fill range from 7 to 
20 blows per foot (bpf) in the clays and from 9 to 19 bpf in the sands.  The average N-values within the 
fill are 14 bpf in the upper clays and 15 bpf in the sands.  Values in this range are indicative of fills that 
have received a reasonable amount of compaction.  Material properties of the fill are discussed further 
in Section 5. 

Beneath the fill, Coastal Plain soils were encountered to the termination depth of the borings.  Based on 
the borings, the original ground surface in the locations of borings AB-1, AB-2 and AB-3 consists of fine 
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sandy and silty clay (CL, CL-CH).  The original ground surface in the location of boring AB-4 consists of 
medium dense fine to coarse sand (SP).  Coastal Plain soils encountered in borings AB-1, AB-2 and AB-3 
typically consist of a 3.5 to 9 feet thick layer of soft to stiff fine sandy and silty clays (CL, CL-CH) underlain 
by medium dense to dense silty and relatively “clean” sands (SM, SP) to the depth of boring termination.  
Coastal Plain soils encountered in boring AB-4 consists of layers of medium dense to dense slightly silty 
and clayey fine sands (SP,SC) to the depth of boring termination.  N-values within the Coastal Plain soils 
range from 3 to 44 bpf indicating a soft to very stiff consistency for the clays and medium dense to 
dense relative density for the sands.  The average N-values in the foundation soils are 11 bpf in the clays 
and 25 bpf in the sands.  Material properties of these soils are discussed further in Section 5.  

A review of borings performed by Law Engineering and MACTEC in previous explorations indicates 
similar materials  within the dike and foundation soils to those encountered in this exploration. Boring 
logs from the previous explorations are in Appendices B-2 and B-3. 

6.0 MATERIALS PROPERTIES 

DIKE FILL   

Based on previous information, borrow material for the ash pond dikes was obtained by excavating 
natural soils located within the ash pond.   No specifications have been located that indicate a degree of 
compaction required.  Based on the generally moderate to high N-values, MACTEC concludes the dike fill 
did receive reasonable compaction.  The strength properties for the dike fill consisting of clayey sand 
(SC) and silty and sandy clay (CL) were assigned based on a consolidated undrained triaxial test 
performed within the dike fill soils during a previous exploration.   Correlations of N-values with friction 
angle were used to estimate a friction angle for the sand portion of the dike fill.  Because the dike has 
been in place for approximately 50 years, pore water pressures are stabilized.  Thus, effective stress 
(drained) parameters were used in the analysis to assess the static stability.  The parameters used in the 
analysis are summarized in Table 1.  The results of the triaxial test are presented in Appendix C-1.   

FOUNDATION SOILS  
 

This layer typically extends from the dike-natural soil interface to a depth of 30 feet below the dike crest 
and is comprised of silty and sandy clay, clayey sand, silty sand and relatively “clean” sand.  The SPT data 
indicate soft to very stiff consistencies and medium dense to dense relative densities for the foundation 
soils.  As mentioned above, the dike has been in place for more than 50 years, therefore pore water 
pressures are stabilized in the foundation soils and the soils are fully consolidated.  Thus, effective stress 
(drained) parameters were used in the analysis to assess the static stability.  The parameters used in the 
analysis are summarized in Table 1. 

Strength parameters for the foundation soil sandy and silty clays were assigned based on consolidated 
undrained triaxial tests performed during this exploration and on a consolidated undrained triaxial test 
performed on a similar material during a 2007 exploration for the secondary settling pond dike.  The  
test results are provided in Appendix C.  Atterberg Limit test results are included in Appendix C of this 
report. The Plasticity Index (PI) value of the clays within the project site varies between 12 and 26. Based 
on the empirical relationship between effective stress friction angle (Ф`) and PI proposed by Terzaghi, Peck 
and Mesri, 1996 (as contained in Reference 3), Ф’ is between 24 and 32o.  A soft clay layer was 
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encountered in boring AB-1 from approximately 17.5 to 21 feet below the crest of the dike.  Based on 
strength test results, an effective friction angle of 35 degrees was assigned to this layer.  Values within this 
range or values determined from strength tests were used in analysis as shown on Table 1.  Correlations of 
N-values with friction angle were used to estimate a friction angle for the sand portion of the foundation 
soils. 

   

TABLE 1: MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR ANALYSIS – SUMMARY 

ID Description 
Moist 
Unit 

Weight 
 

Saturated 
Unit 

Weight 

Effective 
Cohesion 

Effective 
Friction 
Angle 

# 
 

pcf pcf psf Deg 

Section AB-1 

1 Sedimented Ash   

 

100 105 0 30 

2 Dike Fill: (SM) 120 125 0 32 
3 Dike Fill:  (CH)  120 125 10 36 

4 Dike Fill: (SC) 120 125 10 37 

5 Foundation Soil: Clay (CL) 120 125 0 35 

6 Foundation Soil:  Sand (SP) 120 120 0 31 

7 Foundation Soil:  Sand (SM) 120 120 0 36 

Section AB-2 

1 Sedimented Ash   

 

100 105 0 30 

2 Dike Fill  (SC) 120 125 10 37 

3 Dike Fill(CL-CH,CL) 120 125 10 37 

 4 Dike Fill: (SC) 120 125 10 37 

5 Foundation Soil:  Clay (CL) 120 125 0 35 

6 Foundation Soil:  Sand (SP) 120 120 0 33 

Section AB-3 

1 Sedimented Ash 100 105 0 30 

2 Dike Fill (CL) 120 125 10 37 

3 Foundation Soil:  Clay (CL-CH) 120 125 0 35 

4 Foundation Soil:  Clay (CL) 120 125 0 30 

5 Foundation Soil: Sand (SP) 120 120 0 33 

1999 Section 

1 Dike Fill 130 135 200 30 

2 Coastal Plain Sediments 115 120 100 32 
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7.0 PHREATIC SURFACES   

The normal water level in the Ash Pond is controlled by the top of the vertical riser which is at 
approximately elevation 84.5 feet.  Much of the pond has filled in with sedimented ash, and plant re-
stacking operations have resulted in levels of sedimented ash in the western area of the pond that are 
higher than the normal pond water level.  Based on field measurements at the time of field 
investigation, the water level or the level of ash sediments in the ash pond was approximately 1 to 4 feet 
below the top of the dike (approximately elevation 85 to 87.5 feet).  For purposes of the stability 
analysis, a water level within the sedimented ash was assumed to be at the top of the ash.  For sections 
adjacent to the water area of the pond, the present pond water level was used in the stability analysis. 

Water level observation casings were installed adjacent to the geotechnical borings to allow checks of 
water levels over time. In addition, hand auger borings were performed at the toe of the dike at each 
boring location and along the slope at boring AB-3 to check for presence of water or wet soils. Stabilized 
water levels measured in hand auger borings ranged from 0.6 to 6.9 feet below the ground surface.  
Hand auger HA-AB-2-1 did not encounter water and was observed dry at 5.5 feet below the existing 
ground surface approximately 12 days after completion.  The measured water levels are summarized in 
Table 3 following the text.  

There were no signs of water emerging on the slope or at the dike toe at the locations of boring AB-1, 
AB-2, AB-3 and AB-4 at the time of the exploration.  Past dam inspections have not identified seepage 
along the toe of the dike except at the secondary settling pond dike.  That area was the subject of a 
previous study (2009), and placement of riprap for control of seepage effects has been done.  There are 
existing small streams and wet areas present on the north and east sides of the ash pond located several 
feet distant from the dike toe except in the vicinity of the secondary settling pond east side dike. 

For analysis purposes, a phreatic surface passing from the pond water or saturated ash level at its 
intersection with the dike interior slope, through the measured water level in the observation casings 
and at the measured water level in the hand auger borings performed along the slope and at the toe 
was used to represent the static conditions.  Short-term rises in the pond level due to occurrence of the 
design storm would not impact the phreatic surface due to the low permeability of the asphalt slope 
protection and a short duration of the increased water level. The phreatic lines for each geotechnical 
section are shown on Figures 4 through 9.    

 

8.0 SEISMIC LOADS 

No additional load on the ground surface is considered for static slope stability analysis. For an 
earthquake analysis, seismic design parameters were obtained using American State Highway 
Transportation Officials software program AASHTO GM 2-1(4) which is based on based on 5% in 50 year 
probabilistic data from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The program inputs include project 
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site location information (Latitude: 35.591 and Longitude: -079.042) and the “Site Class” determined in 
accordance with the International Building Code 2006(5). 

The site class is based on average soil properties in Top 100 feet. Based on the current and historic 
borings the site class for the project site is a D.  For analysis purposes a site class D is used which 
corresponds to stiff soil profile (15 ≤ Navg≤ 50). Using the site coefficients from the AASHTO GM 2-1 
program output, the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) is calculated in accordance with section 1802.2.7 
of International Building Code 2006(5) and is included in Appendix E of this report. A PGA of 0.08 g is 
applicable to structures in this zone.  Therefore, for a pseudo-static representation of earthquake 
effects, a seismic coefficient of 0.08 g is used to scale the horizontal component of earthquake force 
relative to the sliding mass.  It is also assumed that earthquake force does not change the pre-
earthquake static pore pressure in the slope. 

9.0 SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 

Under the agreement between the North Carolina Utilities Commission and Progress Energy, the 
guidelines of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) were applicable to evaluations of the 
dam safety.  Effective January 1, 2010, state regulation of utility company dams was transferred to the 
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NCDENR), Land Quality Section, 
Dam Safety Program.  For this study, the requirements from both agencies pertaining to slope stability 
factors of safety have been considered: 

NCDENR 
Based on North Carolina Administrative Code (NCAC) - Title 15A Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources of Subchapter 2K - Dam Safety  

• Minimum factor of safety for steady state conditions at current pool or design flood elevation is 1.5. 

• Minimum factor of safety for rapid draw-down conditions from current pool elevation is 1.25. 

USACOE 
Based on USACOE Engineering Manual (EM) 1110-2-1902(6)  

• Minimum factor of safety for maximum surcharge pool (design flood) is 1.4 

• Minimum factor of safety for seismic conditions from current pool elevation is 1.0 

Slope stability analysis performed for the exterior slopes of the Ash Pond dikes considered both static 
and seismic loading conditions.  The analyses were conducted for the normal operating level of the 
pond.  Hydraulic and hydrologic analyses performed in a parallel study found that the design storm 
rainfall would be impounded and not result in outflow over the spillway structure or overtopping of the 
dikes.    The impounded water would gradually drop back to normal pond operating levels.  Rapid 
drawdown conditions were not evaluated because in order to have a rapid drawdown condition, a 
breach of the dam would be needed.  

Examination of the geotechnical cross sections at the boring locations performed for this exploration 
indicates very similar embankment configurations, soil characteristics and phreatic levels.  However, the 
phreatic level in Section AB-3 is at a higher elevation than the other sections.  Three sections were 
selected for slope stability analyses – at boring AB-1 (Figure 4), at boring AB-2 (Figure 5), and at AB-3 
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(Figure 6).  These three sections represent the highest dike fill areas and spots where groundwater is 
nearest the ground surface at the dike toe or where the phreatic surface is at a higher elevation within 
the dike.   

The section of the dike located just west of the settling pond has a steeper embankment configuration 
than the sections evaluated during this exploration.  Historically, two small portions of this section 
experienced local surface cracking along the crest at the exterior edge and had stability berms placed as 
a protection against possible movement.  This section was analyzed in 1999 by Law Engineering.  An 
analysis was performed on the same embankment section evaluated in the 1999 report.  Soil properties 
used in the 1999 report were used in this analysis.  The exterior slope of the embankment was 
measured to be approximately 1.4(H): 1(V).      

The computer program PCSTABL5M with Windows based interactive STEDwin software was used for 
analysis.  The Modified Bishop’s method was used in calculating the factor of safety for circular arc 
failure surfaces.   For each section, separate analyses were performed to consider two cases - circular 
arcs constrained to be within the dike and circular arcs penetrating into the foundation.  The minimum 
factors of safety are provided in the Table 3 below.  Analyses were performed for exterior slopes.  Plots 
of critical surfaces with factors of safety and the summary of input data are included in Appendix D.   

TABLE 2: FACTORS OF SAFETY AGAINST SLOPE FAILURE 

Description of Analysis 
Factor of Safety 

Static Seismic 

Ash Pond – Analysis Section AB-1 
Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level. Failure surface extending into the foundation. 

1.49 1.23 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level. Failure surface constrained to be within the dike. Result shown 
is for shallow depth surface near face of slope. 

1.34 1.13 

Ash Pond – Analysis Section AB-2 
Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level. Failure surface extending into the foundation. 

1.80 1.45 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level. Failure surface constrained to be within the dike 

1.52 1.29 

Ash Pond – Analysis Section CB-3 

Exterior Slope,   Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level.  Failure Surface extending into the foundation. 1.68 1.39 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level.  Failure surface constrained to be within the dike. 1.53 1.29 
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Ash Pond – 1999 Analysis Section 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level. Failure surface extending into the foundation. 2.15 1.77 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured water 
level. Failure surface constrained to be within the dike 1.70 1.49 

 

For Sections AB-1, AB-2, AB-3 and the 1999 section, at static conditions, the lowest factor of safety for 
sliding surfaces that are constrained to stay within the dike was 1.34. Considering sliding surfaces that 
extend into the foundation soils, the lowest factor of safety for these two sections was 1.49. The factor 
of safety of 1.34 indicated in Section AB-1 was analyized or failure surfaces constrained within the dike.  
This failure surface is a result of very shallow-depth circles and does not represent a potential for deeper 
seated  failures.      

10.0 SEEPAGE CONDITIONS 

Areas along the toe of the dikes have been observed for indications of seepage during dam inspections 
by MACTEC since 1989.   The toe of the dike along the south side has been noted as dry, with no 
apparent seepage.  Near the western end of the south dike, an area of ponded water is normally present 
in a topographic low area that begins about 100 feet outside the dike toe.  Water in this area appears to 
be from rainfall and from river over-bank flooding.  The standing water was observed during the present 
geotechnical study.  The observed conditions pose not concern for dike stability. 

The exterior slope of the secondary settling basin dike on the east side has been noted to have wet soils 
with occasional slight ooze of seepage.  Little seepage flow and no signs of boils or soil particle movement 
have been reported.  Due to the proximity of the area to a creek and the Neuse River,  the area beyond the 
dike toe is also marshy.  A riprap layer was placed on this section in 2009, and additional riprap placement 
has been designed for placement in 2011.   

An existing creek runs parallel to the dike toe along the north dike.  The creek is 20 to 50 feet beyond the 
dike toe.  Beavers live along the creek and build dams that block creek flow (Photograph 35).  The 
blockages generally do not impound water against the dike.  Progress Energy continues to remove the 
dams and is working on a plan to remove the beavers.   Observations  along the north and east dike toe 
during recent dam inspections have not  found evidence for seepage out of the ash pond dike. Local water 
ooze spots are present  along the creek bank on both sides of the creek.  These spots are interpreted as 
groundwater or bank storage release, not as seepage from the ash pond.   

11.0 CONCLUSIONS  

The stability analysis results for the Ash Pond dikes indicate the dikes are in satisfactory structural 
condition with respect to potential for structural failure.  Observations made during inspections since 
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1989 have not noted indications of slope or foundation distress that would suggest potential failure 
concerns.   

Inspections and observations of conditions on the slopes and the exterior toes of the dikes should be 
continued. The planned placement of additional riprap along the secondary settlement pond dike will 
assist in protecting that section from surficial soil movement related to seepage.  No structural remedial 
activities are recommended. 
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13.0 CLOSING 

MACTEC appreciates the continued opportunity to provide engineering and consulting services to Progress 
Energy.  If you have any questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

Sincerely, 

MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, Inc. 

 
 
J. Shane Johnson, P.G., P.E. (Preparer)  J. Allan Tice, P.E. (Responsible Engineer) 
Project Geotechnical Engineer   Senior Principal Engineer 
Registered, North Carolina    Registered, North Carolina 6428
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1.0 Executive Summary 

The Ash Pond is a storage area for coal combustion byproducts for the Progress Energy H. F. Lee Plant.  
The Ash Pond Dam is an approximately 20-foot high earthen dam. The impoundment has a normal 
surface area of approximately 143 acres and a design maximum storage capacity of approximately 1,980 
acre-feet.  This report summarizes the dam breach and breach inundation analyses completed for the Ash 
Pond Dam. The analyses were completed for a wet weather failure and a dry weather failure. The breach 
flood wave was routed into the Neuse River.  The breach flood wave was routed through the downstream 
floodplain using HEC-RAS.   
 
Based on available information there appears to be few inhabited structures along the floodplain of the 
Neuse River within the vicinity of the embankment, with the exception of the Stevens Mill Village mobile 
home community which is located approximately 2.7 miles from the Ash Pond Dam.   There are two 
bridge crossings that could be affected by a breach flood wave, the most heavily traveled of which is the 
bridge over the Neuse River on State Road 1008 (also known as Stevens Mill Road). 
 
These analyses are intended to be conservative, using worst case assumptions related to failure events, for 
use in an Emergency Action Plan for the facility.  Data for the hydraulic analyses were obtained from 
readily available information with limited field data collection.  The HEC-RAS model developed by 
FEMA for the preparation of the Wayne County Flood Insurance Study was used to analyze the resulting 
inundation of the breach wave.  The elevation – storage volume curve for the Ash Pond was developed 
from topographic information provided by Progress Energy. 
 
Available information indicates that the constructed top width of the embankment is 12 feet and the crest 
elevation is 90 feet North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD).  The design side slopes were 
estimated to be 2 foot horizontal to 1 foot vertical (2H:1V) on the interior and exterior.  The maximum 
height of the dam is 20 ft from crest low point to the downstream toe near the Neuse River.  The 
hydrologic design criterion for the storage area is retention of one half of the Probable Maximum 
Precipitation (PMP). 
 
The routing of the flood wave was accomplished using Hydrologic Engineering Center – River Analysis 
System (HEC-RAS) version 4.1 (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2010).  The breach of the embankment 
was routed directly into the Neuse River without any attenuation of the flood wave occurring in the 
overbank portion of the river.   
 
The breach parameters were developed pursuant to the empirical equations presented by Froehlich (1995) 
following the evaluation of 63 dam breaches.  The breach width estimates were based on a storage 
volume equal to 60 percent of the total capacity of the impoundment.  The bottom width of a trapezoidal-
shaped breach was estimated to be 24 feet.  The bottom elevation of the breach was assumed to be at 70 
feet NAVD.  Breach section side slopes of 1H:1V were chosen as they represent the upper limit of the 
typical range of values.  The breach development time was estimated to be 0.5 hours. 
 
The breach analyses indicates that the breach of the Ash Pond is not likely to cause a water level increase 
of greater than 1 foot in any area downstream of the Ash Pond within the extent of analyses for the wet 
weather condition.  The breach analyses indicate that the areas inundated by the dry weather breach will 
be contained to the confines of the banks of the Neuse River with, the exception of the area adjacent to 
the southeast corner of the embankment.  Therefore, it is apparent that a breach of the Ash Pond Dam will 
not pose a significant risk to public safety.    
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2.0 Introduction 

This report summarizes dam breach analyses completed for the Ash Pond at the Progress Energy H. F. 
Lee Plant to determine the extent of the inundation resulting from a dam breach.  Analyses were 
completed using Hydrologic Engineering Center – River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) version 4.1 (US 
Army Corps of Engineers, 2010).  Basic pertinent information regarding the impoundment and dam is 
summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1.   Ash Pond Structure Information 
Impoundment Name Ash Pond 
State Dam ID No Not assigned 
Current Size Classification Intermediate 
Current Hazard Classification Significant 
Location Latitude: 35.379°          Longitude: -78.069° 
County Wayne  
 Receiving Stream(s) Neuse River 
Impoundment Area 143 acres  
Maximum Dam Height 20 feet (70 ft to 90 ft) 
Normal Water Elevation 84 feet NAVD  
Maximum Depth  20 feet   
Maximum Hydraulic Storage Volume 1,980 acre-feet (as designed)  (3,194,400 cubic yards) 
Material(s) Stored Coal combustion product 
Storage status  Unknown 
Principal Spillway None 
Emergency Spillway None 
Dam Minimum Section Top width: 12 feet,  Interior Slope: 2.0H:1V, 

Exterior Slope: 2.0H:1V  
Embankment Materials Earthen 

 

3.0 Description of Facilities and Potentially Impacted Area 

3.1 General 

The Ash Pond Dam is used for storage of coal combustion byproducts for the H. F. Lee Plant.  The 
reservoir has a designed storage capacity of 1,980 acre-feet (AF) below the embankment crest elevation 
of 90 feet NAVD.  Information describing the characteristics of the impoundment, spillway facilities and 
maximum dam section are provided in Table 1. 
 
The breach flood wave was routed directly the Neuse River with no interlaying overland flow.  The 
analyses included an assessment of the sensitivity of the model predictions to various breach parameters 
and flowable impoundment storage volumes. 
 
Based on available information there appears to be few, inhabited structures along the floodplain of the 
Neuse River within the vicinity of the embankment, with the exception of the Stevens Mill Village mobile 
home community which is located approximately 2.7 miles from the Ash Pond Dam.   There are two 
bridge crossings that could be affected by a breach flood wave, the most heavily traveled of which is the 
bridge over the Neuse River on State Road 1008 (also known as Stevens Mill Road). 
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3.2 Impoundment and Embankment Characteristics 

The impoundment characteristics were determined from topographic information provided by Progress 
Energy. The elevation – volume curve for the impoundment were developed in accordance with the 
methodologies presented in Malcom 1995.  The elevation – volume curve for the Ash Pond is presented 
in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Ash Pond Elevation – Storage Volume Curve 
 
The design top width of the embankment is 12 feet.  The design side slopes are 2H:1V on the interior and 
2H:1V the exterior.  The dam crest is approximately 20 feet above surrounding grade.  Excess water in 
the reservoir is discharged into the Neuse River through a barrel and riser with an overflow elevation of 
84 ft NAVD.  The hydrologic design criterion for the storage area is retention of one half of the PMP. 

4.0 Scope of Investigation 

This report summarizes the results of analyses completed to determine the extent of the inundation 
resulting from a breach of the Ash Pond dam.  The analyses extended as far downstream from the 
impoundment structure in question as significant impacts of a reasonable worst case scenario were 
determined to propagate.  The extent of significant impacts was a site-specific determination, considering 
factors such as: 
 

• sensitivity of impacted features to high water level (human safety, property damage, emergency 
services demands, transportation systems, etc.), and 

• maximum water level relative to naturally occurring high water levels and fluctuations from 
precipitation events. 
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Assessment of the risk of a dam breach occurrence was not part of this work; nor was detailed 
investigation of the most probable breach location or breach characteristics such as rate of growth, 
dimensions, and other information that would require more detailed geotechnical information including 
site-specific materials investigations, testing and analyses.  The detailed considerations and analyses 
required to develop a quantitative descriptive model of the fluidization of coal combustion products 
(CCP) stored in the impoundment, the transport and settlement at downstream locations was also not 
included in the scope of this investigation.  Rather, it was assumed that the volume of fluid discharged as 
a result of a breach behaves as water, a Newtonian fluid in hydraulics terminology.  This is a conservative 
assumption because entrainment of solids in the fluids discharged would cause increased energy losses in 
the fluid, resulting in slower velocities, quicker flood wave dissipation due to loss of volume due to solids 
settling and other fluid mechanics considerations. 
 
Recognizing that conservative assumptions regarding breach formation characteristics, conditions at time 
of breach, along with an assumption that the entire impoundment volume is water would create an 
unrealistically conservative prediction, the analyses did include an assumption regarding the fraction of 
the total impoundment volume that would become fluidized and discharged.  Also recognizing that this is 
an assumption, a sensitivity assessment was completed to characterize resultant critical predictions of 
water levels and timing as a function of the assumed storage volume fluidized. 
 
Data for model development were from readily available sources with limited field work to confirm 
conditions or collect additional information.  No engineering survey was completed for floodplain cross 
sections or bridges that cross the streams. 

5.0 Summary of Methods and Approach 

5.1 Hydraulic Analysis 

The hydraulic analyses completed for this study were based predominantly on application of the hydraulic 
model Hydraulic Engineering Center – River Analysis System (HEC-RAS), version 4.1 (USACE HEC, 
January 2010).  HEC-RAS is a general application, one-dimensional model that can perform unsteady 
flow routing through an open channel system that may also include culverts, bridges, levees, tributaries, 
storage areas and traversing dams.  Unsteady flow analyses deals with flow conditions that vary 
temporally and spatially. 
 
For this study, the general approach was to define the impoundment as a HEC-RAS storage area and 
analyze a dam breach using the lateral structure option to model the embankment to be breached.  A 
lateral structure in HEC-RAS is a structure located parallel to the flow direction of the river with flow 
over the structure being analyzed as a weir for which a breach scenario can be prescribed.  The hydraulic 
model of the Neuse River developed by FEMA for the Flood Insurance Study of Wayne County was used 
to analyze the affects to the Neuse River resulting from the breach of the Ash Pond Dam.    

5.2 Boundary Conditions 

The inundation resulting from a breach of the embankment was analyzed for two separate weather 
conditions.  For both weather conditions, the boundaries of the hydraulic model were described using a 
constant flow rate at the headwater of the model, and a specified stage at the tailwater of the model.  The 
flow and tailwater stage of the Neuse River for a dry weather scenario was determined from the 
maximum monthly mean discharge of 4,700 cfs specified in the 2009 Water Data Report for USGS 
streamflow gauge 02089000 – Neuse River near Goldsboro (Wayne County).  The boundary conditions 
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for the wet weather condition were input as the flow rate and tailwater stage of the Neuse River for a 100-
year frequency flood of 39,093 cfs as specified in the Flood Insurance Study for Wayne County. 
 
The initial pool elevation for the dry weather scenario was set to the normal pool elevation of 84 feet 
NAVD.  The initial pool elevation for the wet weather scenario was set to the crest elevation of 90 feet 
NAVD. 

5.3 Embankment Breach  

The breach parameters were developed pursuant to the empirical equations presented by Froehlich (1995) 
following the evaluation of 63 dam breaches.  The breach width estimates were based on a storage 
volume equal to 60 percent of the total capacity of the impoundment.  It was assumed that 60 percent of 
the total water and solids volume of the Ash Pond would flow out of the pond.  The trapezoidal-shaped 
breach bottom width was estimated to be 24 feet for the wet weather failure scenario.  The breach bottom 
width was estimated to be 23 feet for the dry weather failure scenario.  The bottom elevation of the breach 
was assumed to be the elevation of the reservoir bottom, which is approximately 70 feet NAVD 1988.  
Breach side slopes of 1H:1V were chosen as they represent the upper limit of the typical range of values.  
The breach development time was estimated at 0.5 hours.    
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6.0 Sensitivity Assessment 

There are several parameters that can be identified as potentially important to determining the prediction 
of results of a dam breach.  Not all, but most, of these are typically inputs to available dam breach models.  
These parameters have a significant amount of uncertainty in what a representative value might be.  In 
addition to these normal uncertainties, modeling of discharges from impoundments that contain material 
such as ash or gypsum that may be fluidized by a breach presents additional uncertainties. 
 
It is unlikely that all the contents of the 143-acre impoundment would become fluidized in the event of 
even an extremely large and rapid embankment breach.  To assess the impacts of the assumption 
regarding the fraction of total volume (solids and pore space water) that would be mobilized, various 
fractions of the total storage volume were assumed to be discharged.  The results of four simulations with 
various fractions of the total storage volume are presented below.  Additionally, model sensitivity to 
breach bottom width, breach development time, and breach side slopes were evaluated.  The results of the 
sensitivity analysis are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
 

 
Table 2.  Results of Sensitivity Analysis for a Dry Weather Breach 

Modification Peak Discharge Rate (cubic 
feet per second) 

Peak Tailwater Stage (feet 
NAVD 1988) 

None 5,181 68.9 
Increased Breach Bottom 

Width by 50% 6,696 69.1 
Reduced Breach 

Development Time to 0.25 hr 5,363 68.9 
Increased Breach 

Development Time to 1 hr 4,876 68.9 
 

 
Table 3.  Peak Breach Discharge versus Discharge Volume for a Dry Weather Breach 

Percent of Total 
Volume 

Peak Discharge Rate (cubic 
feet per second) 

Discharge Volume 
(acre-feet) 

100% 5,951 1,842 
80% 5,616 1,499 
60% 5,181 1,145 
40% 4,627 778 

7.0 Summary of Selected Final Analyses  

7.1 Assumptions and Selected Inputs 

The sensitivity assessment indicates that minor changes in the maximum inundation will result from the 
modification of the selected parameters, with the most significant alteration in the breach hydrograph 
resulting from the increase in breach bottom width.  Increasing the breach bottom width by 50 percent 
results in a peak discharge rate increase of 1,122 cfs (23.7 percent).  The selected HEC-RAS model inputs 
for the final breach analyses are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4.  HEC-RAS Model Inputs 

Input Value 
Breach Development Time (minutes) 30 
Breach Bottom Width (feet) 24 feet (Wet Weather)* 
Breach Side Slopes (H:1V) 1 
Breach Bottom Elevation (feet NAVD 1988) 70 feet  
Breach Progression Rate Linear 
Computation time increment (seconds) 60 

* Breach bottom width was estimated to be 23 feet for the dry weather condition. 

7.2 Flood Wave Travel Time and Route of Travel 

It is important for emergency responders to have an estimate of how much time is available in the event 
of a dam failure to take action at various downstream locations.  The available time is not dependent on 
the time of arrival of the maximum water level, but rather on a condition that is typically less clear – 
when impacts become critical. Perhaps the most apparent example of this is when access to an area 
becomes inundated, affecting the safety of movement of the public and emergency service workers.  A 
default initial impact of 1 feet of inundation was chosen since this is a value were egress by automobile 
becomes difficult. 
 
The flood wave travel time was determined for two initial conditions.  The first initial condition is 
representative of typical dry weather conditions where the pool elevation is at 84 feet NAVD.  The second 
initial condition is representative of wet weather conditions where the pool elevation is at 90 feet and 
failure of the embankment occurs as a result of overtopping from high inflow.  Due to the conveyance 
capacity of Neuse River relative to the discharge rate occurring from the embankment breach, minimal 
inundation is observed for either breach scenario.  As a result no areas of the Neuse River were inundated 
more than 1 foot for the wet weather condition.  A summary of the inundation depth and flood wave 
travel time is presented for the dry weather condition in Table 5. 
 

Table 5.  Flood Wave Travel Time (Dry Weather Conditions) 
 
 

Location 

 
Distance 

Downstream 
(miles) 

 
Peak Inundation 

Depth 
(feet) 

Time from Start of 
Breach (minutes) 

At Initial 
Impacts 

At Peak 
Elevation 

Near beginning of 
Quaker Neck 

0.4 1.5 45 115 

Near Stevens Mill 
Village Mobile Home 
Community 

2.6 1.1 130 200 
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A discharge and stage hydrograph at the inflow to the Neuse River is presented for the dry weather 
condition and the wet weather condition in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Discharge and Stage Hydrographs at inflow to Neuse River, Dry Weather Breach 
 

 
Figure 3.  Discharge and Stage Hydrographs at inflow to Neuse River, Wet Weather Breach 
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Stream profiles depicting the affects to the Neuse River from the embankment breach for the dry and wet 
weather scenarios are provided in Figures 4 and 5.  The baseline stream profile is depicted as well. 

 
Figure 4.  Stream Profile, Dry Weather Breach affect to Neuse River 
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Figure 5.  Stream Profile, Wet Weather Breach affect to Neuse River 
 

7.3 Summary of Breach Analysis  

The breach analyses indicates that the breach of the Ash Pond is not likely to cause a water level increase 
of greater than 1 foot in any area downstream of the Ash Pond within the extent of analyses for the wet 
weather condition.  The breach analyses indicate that the areas inundated by the dry weather breach will 
be contained to the confines of the banks of the Neuse River with, the exception of the area adjacent to 
the southeast corner of the embankment.  Therefore, it is apparent that a breach of the Ash Pond Dam will 
not pose a significant risk to public safety.    
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9.0  Abbreviations 

 
AF   acre-feet 
cfs   cubic feet per second 
GIS   geographic information system 
HEC-RAS  Hydrologic Engineering Center – River Analysis System 
HW   headwater (HEC-RAS) 
NCDENR  North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
NAVD   North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
NOAA   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency 
NRCS   Natural Resource Conservation Service (formerly SCS) 
PMP   Probable Maximum Precipitation 
RS   River Station (HEC-RAS) 
SCS   Soil Conservation Service 
TW   tailwater (HEC-RAS) 
USGS    United States Geological Survey 
WS   water surface (HEC-RAS)
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P S7q.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

(ia)
L

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)
Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # 4/C OJ%’)7 INSPECTOR_________________

Date

___________________________________

Impoundment Name -

Impoundment Company
EPA Region

—iiz:

State Agency (Field Office) Addresss

_______________________________________________

Name of Impoundment

___________________________________________________

(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New

_______

Update

________

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction?
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment?

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: ----

Nearest Downstream Town: Name

_____________________________________

Distance from the impoundment 3. Z
Impoundment
Location: Longitude k)7’Jegrees

______

Minutes

______

Seconds
Latitude W3 37 Degrees

______

Minutes Seconds
State A]C County

_______________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES

______

NO

If So Which State Agency? ,1j-V,Q )i 445 s 2

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09
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TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

_____

Open Channel Spiliway
TRAPEZOIDAL

______

Trapezoidal

______

Triangular

______

Rectangular

______

Irregular

_____

depth

______________

bottom (or average) width

_____

top width

I Outlet

‘I

I I inside diameter

Material

______

corrugated metal

______

welded steel
/ concrete

______

plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)

______

other (specify)

________

Is water flowing through the outlet?

_____

No Outlet

YES V NO

4, Other Type of Outlet (specify)

_____________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By E ).14/L/

__________

TRIANGULAR

Top Width Top Width

“\Depth Depth

Bottom
Width

RECTANGULAR

Depth

Width

IRREGULAR

Average Width

th

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES

If So When?

NO

If So Please Describe:

________________________________________________

dJL4’A/ O1

J A z7,1_ 4%41A -

/ 6-” /44i’.

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09
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Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches z
at this site? YES 1/ NO

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)? /et

If so Please Describe:

________________

4lA’t A
/

EPA Form X)O(X-XXX, Jan 09 7
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9 

ADDITIONAL INSPECTION QUESTIONS  

Concerning the embankment foundation, was the embankment construction built over wet ash, slag, or 

other unsuitable materials?  If there is no information just note that.   

 No 

Did the dam assessor meet with, or have documentation from, the design Engineer-of-Record concerning 

the foundation preparation?  

No 

From the site visit or from photographic documentation, was there evidence of prior releases, failures, 

or patchwork on the dikes?  

There was evidence of approximately 170 linear feet of local seepage observed from the mid-dike to 

the toe of the secondary settling pond northern exterior dike. There also was evidence of 

approximately 400 linear feet of a past seepage repair adjacent to the observed seepage which 

consisted of geotextile fabric and rip rap.  This was further clarified by the owner’s representative to be 

an ongoing repair effort.  The latest activities (expansion of the repaired area) were not yet completed 

at the time of the visit. 
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Yes No

1 Frequency of Compans Dam Inspections?

2. Pool elevation (operator record$ a /4/)J)

3. Decant inlet elevation

4. Open channel spiliway

____________

5. Lowest dam crest elevati re

6. If instrumentation is pres in : .

recorded (operator recor

7. Is the embankment currently under construction? A//A
8. Foundation preparation (remove vegetation,stumps,
topsoil in area where embankment fill will be placed)?

US Environmental 7Q
Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form. Protection Agency

Site Name: p :‘ . ., g’/z0j/ WI.P 1_.

Un

___

Ion High SI cant

Check the appropriate box below. Provide comments when appropriate. If not applicable or not available, record “N/A’. Any unusual conditions or
construction practices that should be noted in the comments section. For large diked embankments, separate checklists may be used for different
embankment areas. If separate forms are used, identify approximate area that the form applies to in comments.

Yes No

18. Sloughing or bulging on slopes?

19. Major erosion or slope deterioration?

,4//,4 20. Decant Pipes:

‘v/4 Is water entering inlet, but not exiting outlet?

D Is water exiting outlet, but not entering inlet?

Is water exiting outlet flowing clear?

21. Seepage (specify location, if seepage carries fines,
and approximate seepage rate below):

From underdrain? A//A
9. Trees growing on embankment? (If so, indicate

At isolated points on embankment slopes?largest_diameter_below)

10. Cracks or scarps on crest? At natural hillside in the embankment area?

11. Is there significant settlement along the crest? ./“ Over widespread areas?

12. Are decant trashracks clear and in place? From downstream foundation area?

13. Depressions or sinkholes in tailings surface or
“Boils” beneath stream or ponded water?whirlpool in the pool area?

14. Clogged spillways, groin or diversion ditches? ./“ Around the outside of the decant pipe?

15. Are spillway or ditch linings deteriorated? Z’ 22. Surface movements in valley bottom or on hillside?

16. Are outlets of decant or underdrains blocked? 23. Water against downstream toe?

17. Cracks or scarps on slopes? 24. Were Photos taken during the dam inspection? tZ’

Major adverse changes in these items could cause instability and should be reported for
further evaluation. Adverse conditions noted in these items should normally be described (extent, location,
volume, etc.) in the space below and on the back of this sheet.

Inspection Issue # Comments

,

I q /
/

i’. 4_ %S,h ai<tede1E

EPA FORM -XXXX



,CED ST4?.
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

PROJ

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)
Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # iVz i
L/ 17 INSPECTOR_________________

Date________________________

Impoundment Name L4i( ,‘9,-t / (L1
Impoundment Company

__________________________________________________

EPA Region

______________

/7

State Agency (Field Office) Addresss

_____________________________________________

Name of Impoundment

___________________________________________________

(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New

________

Update

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction?

______

Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment?

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: -t-4A7e- 73

Nearest Downstream Town: Name

_____________________________________

Distance from the impoundment 3. ii.t&-i--

Impoundment
Location: Longitude k!- 73 Degrees Minutes ZO Seconds

Latitude 4/ 3ç Degrees 1Z- Minutes 52 Seconds
State A! t County J ayu

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES

______

NO

If So Which State Agency? A1C)6,V,’

EPA Form XXXX.XXX, Jan 09



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

_____

LESS THAN LOW hAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

_____

LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

_____

SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

_____

HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2
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TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL TRIANGULAR

__________

Top Width Top Width

\Depth Depth

Bottom
Width

_____

depth

_________ ____________

bottom (or average) width

_____

top width

I Outlet

% diameter i1i.t)

Material

_____

corrugated metal

______

welded steel
— concrete

______

plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)

______

other (specify)

_______________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES NO 7

Al/A- No Outlet

A//A Other Type of Outlet (specify)

The Impoundment was Designed By

N/A Open Channel Spillway

______

Trapezoidal

______

Triangular

______

Rectangular

______

Irregular

RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

Depth

Width

Average Width

th

EPA Form X)O(X-XXX, Jan 09 4



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES NO

____________

If So When?

____________________________

If So Please Describe:

EPA Form X)O(X-XXX, Jan 09



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES

_______

NO

_______

If So When?

________________________

IF So Please Describe:

____________________________________________________

EPA Form X)O(X-XXX, Jan 09 6



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES

_________NO _________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)?

_____________________

If so Please Describe:

___________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7
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ADDITIONAL INSPECTION QUESTIONS  

Concerning the embankment foundation, was the embankment construction built over wet ash, slag, or 

other unsuitable materials?  If there is no information just note that.   

 No geotechnical data was provided. 

Did the dam assessor meet with, or have documentation from, the design Engineer-of-Record concerning 

the foundation preparation?  

No 

From the site visit or from photographic documentation, was there evidence of prior releases, failures, 

or patchwork on the dikes?  

No  
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Site Name: Date: Z/i 6”/zô 11
Unit Name: ,% ,t2,/2 (-4-t2Z) Operator’s Name:
Unit I.D.: Hazard Potential Classificäuion: High Significant (i’

Inspector’s Name:
Check the appropriate box below. Provide comments when appropriate. If not applicable or not available, record “N/A”. Any unusual conditions or
construction practices that should be noted in the comments section. For iare diked embankments, separate checklists may be used for different
embankment areas. If separate forms are used, identify approximate area that the form applies to in comments.

Yes No Yes No

1. Frequency of Company’s Dam Inspections? 18. Sloughing or bulging on slopes?

2. Pool elevation (operator records)? 19. Major erosion or slope deterioration? V
3. Decant inlet elevation (operator records)? 20. Decant Pipes:

4. Open channel spillway elevation (operator records)? ,41/,4. Is water entering inlet, but not exiting outlet? ,4//,4.
5. Lowest dam crest elevation (operator records)? Is water exiting outlet, but not entering inlet?

iv/,4

6. If instrumentation is present, are readings
Is water exiting outlet flowing clear? ,,y/,irecorded (operator records)?

7. Is the embankment currently under construction? 21. Seepage (specify location, if seepage carries fines,
and approximate seepage rate below):

8. Foundation preparation (remove vegetation,stumps,
topsoil in area where embankment fill will be placed)? From underdrain?

9. Trees growing on embankment? (If so, indicate
At isolated points on embankment slopes?largest diameter_below)

10. Cracks or scarps on crest? At natural hillside in the embankment area?

11. Is there significant sefflement along the crest? /..—‘ Over widespread areas?

12. Are decent trashracks clear and in place? From downstream foundation area?

13. Depressions or sinkholes in tailings surface or
“Boils” beneath stream or ponded water?whirlpool in the pool area?

14. Clogged spillways, groin or diversion ditches? Around the outside of the decant pipe?

15. Are spillway or ditch linings deteriorated? 22. Surface movements in valley bottom or on hillside?

16. Are outlets of decant or underdrains blocked? 23. Water against downstream toe?

17. Cracks or scarps on slopes? 7” 24. Were Photos taken during the dam inspection?

Major adverse changes in these items could cause instability and should be reported for
further evaluation. Adverse conditions noted in these items should normally be described (extent, location,
volume, etc.) in the space below and on the back of this sheet.

lnsDection Issue # Comments

ctt Xe 4€/Ld Jfl,

-

1

) 0-L
/ ,h Lt-e
1 zl

%e141

,2 , 2e 1%’t4_n)
/ /

US Environmental
Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form Protection Agency

EPA FORM -XXXX



çcED S1q.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

q1

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)
Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # N CØØ, 3 /J 7 INSPECTOR________________

Date t/IW12Il

Impoundment Name 4/ z
Impoundment Compan

__________________________________________________

EPA Region

_________________

State Agency (Field Office) Addresss

_______________________________________________

Name of Impoundment

___________________________________________________

(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New

________

Update —

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction?
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment?

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: c+tp€- %-€_ /‘173

Nearest Downstream Town: Name

_____________________________________

Distance from the impoundment 3. 1-
Impoundment
Location: Longitude W1’./Ot1(Degrees

______

Minutes

______

Seconds
Latitude3 Degrees

______

Minutes Seconds
State AJc County

_______________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES

______

NO

If So Which State Agency? 4/ !- P4/k 2.%/6t/auet%5

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

_____LESS

THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

______

LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

_____

SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______

HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZA RATING CHOSEN:

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2
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TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

4//1 Open Channel Spiliway TRAPEZOIDAL TRIANGULAR

________

Trapezoidal Top Width Top Width

______

Triangular

_____ ______________

Rectangular \ Depth

4

______

Irregular Bottom
Width

______

depth
RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

______

bottom (or average) width Average

_____

top width Depth

I
Width

I Outlet

36” inside diameter

_Ede

DiameterMaterial

______

corrugated metal

______

welded steel
‘-concrete

______

plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)

______

other (specify)

________________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES NO

_______

‘V/A- No Outlet

_____

Other Type of Outlet (specify)

__________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By tiJfl’ ‘4g ae/ci’421—

EPA Form XX)(X-XXX, Jan 09 4



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES NO

___________

If So When?

____________________________

If So Please Describe:

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES

_______

NO

_______

If So When?

____________________________

IF So Please Describe:

____________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 6



S

Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES

_________NO _________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)?

_____________________

If so Please Describe:

___________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7
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ADDITIONAL INSPECTION QUESTIONS  

Concerning the embankment foundation, was the embankment construction built over wet ash, slag, or 

other unsuitable materials?  If there is no information just note that.   

 No geotechnical data was provided. 

Did the dam assessor meet with, or have documentation from, the design Engineer-of-Record concerning 

the foundation preparation?  

No 

From the site visit or from photographic documentation, was there evidence of prior releases, failures, 

or patchwork on the dikes?  

No  
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Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form
US Environmental
Protection Agency

Site Name: Date: 2/, /o 11
Unit Name: /2o.ylI 3 (--e) Operator’s Name: 2f,%i

-,

Unit l.D.: . Hazard Potential Classification: High Significant

Inspector’s Name:
check the appropriate box below. Provide comments when appropriate, If not applicable or not available, record “N/A”. Any unusual conditions or
construction practices that should be noted in the comments section. For large diked embankments, separate checklists may be used for different
embankment areas. If separate forms are used, identify approximate area that the form applies to in comments.

Yes No Yes No

‘‘‘‘ 18. Sloughing or bulging on slopes?1. Frequency of company’s Dam Inspections?

2. Pool elevation (operator records)? 19. Major erosion or slope deterioration?

3. Decant inlet elevation (operator records)? 20. Decant Pipes:

4. Open channel spillway elevation (operator records)? 4/J..4. Is water entering inlet, but not exiting outlet?

5. Lowest dam crest elevation (operator records)? ‘i3 Is water exiting outlet, but not entering inlet? g/n
6. If instrumentation is present, are readings

Is water exiting outlet flowing clear? -‘ Irecorded (operator_records)?

7. Is the embankment currently under construction?
21. Seepage (specify location, if seepage carries fines,
and approximate seepage rate below):

8. Foundation preparation (remove vegetation,stumps,
From underdrain? iV/A’topsoil in area where embankment fill will be placed)?

9. Trees growing on embankment? (If so, indicate
At isolated points on embankment slopes?largest diameter_below)

10. Cracks or scarps on crest? At natural hillside in the embankment area?

11. Is there significant settlement along the crest? Over widespread areas?

12. Are decant trashracks clear and in place? From downstream foundation area?

13. Depressions or sinkholes in tailings surface or ,,Z Boils” beneath stream or ponded water?whirlpool in the pool area?

14. Clogged spillways, groin or diversion ditches? Around the outside of the decant pipe? A//il
15. Are spillway or ditch linings deteriorated? 22. Surface movements in valley bottom or on hillside?

16. Are outlets of decant or underdrains blocked? 23. Water against downstream toe?

17. Cracks or scarps on slopes? ..‘ 24. Were Photos taken during the dam inspection?

Major adverse changes in these items could cause instability and should be reported for
further evaluation. Adverse conditions noted in these items should normally be described (extent, location,
volume, etc.) in the space below and on the back of this sheet.

lnsDection Issue # Comments

9. 44IL4 4”_-+
1/. .1*-- 447 X %4’h4’ it!,
1dL

/. o4Lhdy jfë4

/&.
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ç0 ST41.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

<;2?4
PRO

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)
Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # //C ØM 3 gi 7 INSPECTOR_________________
Date 2

Impoundment Name %s4 ,L?,1d3
Impoundment Company

________________________________________________

EPA Region 2J1-
State Agency (Field Office) Addresss

_____________________________________________

Name of Impoundment

___________________________________________________

(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New

________

Update —

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction?
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment?

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: c—e4t 414L- 197?

Nearest Downstream Town: Name

_____________________________________

Distance from the impoundment 3 .l..-L,J44--
Impoundment
Location: Longitude W1ia?1Jegrees

______

Minutes

______

Seconds
Latitude Y.3i56Degrees

______

Minutes Seconds
State C- County Lt7Q/n.L.

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES

______

NO

If So Which State Agency? /V’C. JAM pIZZ

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

_____LESS

THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

-LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

_____

SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______

HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2
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TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL TRIANGULAR

Top Width Top Width

‘\\ Depth

Bottom
Width

_____

depth

_____

bottom (or average) width

_____

top width

RECTANGULAR

Depth

Width

IRREGULAR

Average Width

th

I Outlet

3 inside diameter

Material

_____

corrugated metal

______welded

steel
concrete

______

plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)

______

other (specify)

________

Is water flowing through the outlet?

/1/A- No Outlet

_____

Other Type of Outlet (specify)

YES NOZ

The Impoundment was Designed By IA) J tüe44 &1A44h4-

A//A Open Channel Spillway

______

Trapezoidal

______

Triangular

______

Rectangular

______

Irregular

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 4



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES NO

___________

If So When?

____________________________

If So Please Describe:

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES NO

_______

If So When?

____________________________

IF So Please Describe:

____________________________________________________

EPA Form XX)O(-X)CX, Jan 09 6



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES

_________NO _________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)?

_____________________

If so Please Describe:

___________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7



       US Environmental  

Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form    Protection Agency 
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ADDITIONAL INSPECTION QUESTIONS  

Concerning the embankment foundation, was the embankment construction built over wet ash, slag, or 

other unsuitable materials?  If there is no information just note that.   

 No geotechnical data was provided. 

Did the dam assessor meet with, or have documentation from, the design Engineer-of-Record concerning 

the foundation preparation?  

No 

From the site visit or from photographic documentation, was there evidence of prior releases, failures, 

or patchwork on the dikes?  

No  
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